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policies he is anxious to oppose.1Ws H. Jones.
reside in this city. small children. Besides his wife tells us that seen more states
Calloway's qualificaion 0f -When our reaelers learn of the and children, he is surviSed. by are to submit equal suffrage
It will take a separate article
to recounte wise, p g
I Discussion.-Supt. Miss Lucile' hearts will be sad, and muchand economical administration Groghn. sympathy will be felt and ex- fred, John and Moms* Coleman! The Kentucky suffragists :lope
o -Governor Beckham. e wag All who are interested in edu- pressed for-hia family in their and Mrs. Carl Ezell, all of thisGovernor of Kentucky for seven Iper- catkin are cordially invited to be great soorrow. = Mayfield Mes- county.-Cadiz Record.
years and throughout that ____
iod when the existence of his 
present. Teachers, this is al- senger:
most a beginning effort for this
'party and the very life of the bVilsos Hears Prayers':
State Seas at stil-kes-04 proved 
community as regards .to having
THE WURTIAY LE
VOL HO, NO.
A COMPARISON
Administrations of Contending Can-
didates for U. S. Senate as
Governer are Reviewed.
Ils Goys our J. C. W. Ilea-
ham, no the Dernottratie hemlines.
fer United States Senator; Ex-
1;overnor A liqueur E. Wilson,
is the Itepublican nominee. Huth
have been the Chief Executive
of Kentucky and they now seek
• the same Whets It is proper,
that their public careers should
be reviewed mid that their re-
'meetly° ability elesild be meas-
ured.
A-s Governer, Wilson was -se
complete failure. When he came to the' legion thaS is fighting the , e Aunty. and throughout West
$1,000.000 battles of the Chief Executive. , Kentucky and Tennessee, whereinto office fte found
in the Treasury; when he went How can any fair, sane man, ' he was well and favorably known
out of Office he left the cash box dsmocrat, republican or progress many years ago. His death was.
empty and the State $1,000,000 sive turn from Beckham and shoeltingly _sudden, fulling on
-, in debt. 'So much for Gus W.o. cast a vote for Gus Wilson? the floor, and expiring althost
son as a financier. . Fever Epidemic is Trigg. -instantly from heart failure,
lie had noconstructive ability. , while he was apparently in his
There is no law oo- the Statute There is an epidemic of ty. , usual good health.
book that beare the imprint of He was a son of Elder Jona-phoid fever on Donaldson creek,
his hand or brake- Instead of about ten miles south of Cadiz,"1 than Shelton and was born on
advocating wise legislation that and many 'perso`ns are having , the 5th day of February, 1843,
would improve the state _he' the disease. Rob - Thomas and on Spring Creek in Graves -coun-
wasted his energies in the fur- wife and five children, who live tY• .
t herance of petty 'political at the head- 6f Donaldson, are l Many years ago he and the ed-
schemes.in an effort to discredit row in bed with it, .and three itor of the Messenger attended
the Democrney. . other ehildren are just getting the sehoul of Prof.- A: Pomross
Sa little attention did he pay. over it. .6. daughter of Walter in Benton, Ky.. and, at this
to the affairs of his office, and Thomas, near by, also has it, 'school, strong ties of friendship
so frequent were his barn-storm, and Guier, of near Oak Grove, a formed between them which con-
ing tours through other states, visitor:intothe Thomas- home, Untied unbroken unitil his death.
speaking wherever a gong was taken:to.his bed last Friday, ; From his youth-,- he was ambi-
sounded or a banquet was spread Further down the creek several flout), and possessed of good
that He becarne known as the members of henry Dixon'ssfam. morals-and high ideals. Early
Wandering Voice. It is a mat- Ily are getting over the trouble, ' in life he entered the ministry
# ter of record that derinis his and it is thought- that members of the Christian church, and at-
term the Lieutenant Governor 'et the families of Chilt Thomas ' tamed considerable prominence
drew over $5000.00 in salary for and Tom Sumner are taking it. amongst the beciples of Ken-
acting Governor during Wilson's Cadiz Record. ' tucky and Tennessee: before
absence from the-state. . • leaving old Kentucky for his. . ,
When' the night-rider troubles Teachers' Asseciat; P.00 • rogram• new home in the Golden West,
were at their height his irreso- about 30 years ago. He was an
lutionS timidity and bad judg- Following is the program for eloquent speaker, and a cheerful
ment encouraged the disorder the ,Calloway county-teachers, and captivating man. Among
instead of abating it. Hundreds association which will he held other charges which he held be-
of thousands eof dollars were at Flint _Saturday, Oct. 17: fore going to California, he
thrown away in needless calling , Devotional exercise. ' ' was pastor of the Christian
out of the State2Wilitia. The. Welcome ;address. --Miss Em- church at Murray, Blandville
grave question settled itself ma Keel- . _ and May-field, in Kentucky, and
while Wilson was torn between Response.-'L. C. Teevathan. Union City, in Tennessee.
his alleged love sfor the people What have you done, or what lie married Miss idattie Cal-
MORNAY, KICISTUU114 TMI1OWAY, 1)114)14E11 P. 1014
'r•-‘
r
GER.
WOO PICA YLIA.
and his welCprove effection for
the Tobacco Trust, whose -atter-
• ney he had been, before he be
came Governor.
--There is not room in this
brief recital for the blunders
that marked every step ,in his
expensive, inconsequental and
ridiculous administration. It
relisters high-water mark in
the flood-tide of incapacity
which has followed every Re-
publican Govereorsthat has set
in Frankfort.
This is the same Wilson, who
rattled around in the Executive
Chair, the sport of press and
church here and heard the Rev.
James 1. Taylor pray that the
United States might Is, instru-
EQUAL SUFFRAGE
mental in restoring peace to Eu-
rope Glenn, National Organizer,p«. and that Mr. Wilson _might
be gi yen wisdom and strength Visits Murray and Organizes
in hie mediation proposaliss4 The Failed Suffrage League.
Prealdent was accompanied by I
Sweeten' SicAd(x) and Mrs. Mi. I
•
November Eleetios Offkers Applatedi
At a meeting of the hoard et
Calloway county election ems-
missloners composed of' J. H
Coleman, Rae Langston and
Sheriff Patterson, held reeently
the election officers for tho reg-
ular Nov enber-election were se-
kite) still severid White -House leeted for the various preeinets
guests. 
After the nieeting at the court
of the county av follows:liouse'Tuesdily night, when Al WI
In his sermon Its- Res, Mr. Lily R. Glenn Aireilm on woman North west Murray. Thasenees_
Taylor decline tillat i hi. war in euresacs., tee canswey county Collie, Jim Ilivens, judges,' Lori
Europe meant nk the hreaking Woman Suffrage Leligue was or- i Mathews, clerk; Tom Rowlett
down of Christianity, but ,the ---- s
failure of some people to follow 
ganized with the following ' offi. sheriff.
cern: Dr. A. V. McItree, Preid. I Southwest Murray. -. T. 11.1:-
that permanent peace 
dent; C. B. Fulton, Vice-Presi.! Mathews Tom Hayden, judke.
; Boaz Gibbs, sheriff ;_ M. E. Dil-`•
Christian principles. -- He added
would , dent; Miss Mjenerva Floyd, Se-
come when the nations_01 the ers mit,Brosoh__Trassurtm day. clerk. 
world turned more to - prayer. This is to be a non-dues pay-1 *Northeaet Murray. - Albert
People who pray, he said, get a
hatter . perspecti 
ing organizatibn, supported by ; Lassiter J. B. Hendricks, judges
v4- and----fortet - voluntary eontributions, to-j•l• k-E-dwardA, clerk; lati 114°'
their passions and jealousieii, which the members will be' ertson, sheriff.
The church was packed until Southeast Murray.---Ch a r l ivgiven an opportunity to make 1
there was not even standing free will offerings it - least once ' Starks, Lucioun Cord, judges.
a year. Its object- shall be to I Joe Bois, sheriff; Charlie With-
erspoon, olerk. .
Fair. - WA C. Scruggs,. Jima
a large crowd _waited until the advance the industrial, educe-
President had taken communion donel and legal rights of worn.
to watch him ride away in his en and to secure suffrage to Farris, judges; WilliD.unn, clerk;
aUtomobile.
Special peace services were 
them by appropriate state and 0. G. Alderson, sheriff. .
held at Mount St; 'Albans, 
the, national legislation. The mem. Hazel.-Waymonbsbron, Ton.i
berehip numbers 27 men and Patterson, judges; John Vaughn;
women. Everyone living in the sheriff; John McLeod, clerk.site of the Pro,testant Episcopal'
Cathedral of St. Peter and St.
Paul. Near the peace cross, er- 
county is invited to join this South Concord-U. H. Solmon
ected after the Spanish - Amen- 
league,' and membership cards Joe Montgomery, indite': Chat-
can War, several thousand peo- 
may biliati from the secretary. men s Kindred; ,clark ; Sandy A I -
pie attended the Outdoor meet- 
The Kentucky. Equal Bights As- britten, sheriff,
ing. , Many members of Con- 
sod-ether now has membership North Concord.- U. S. Mar.
lin 114ilientucky counties. Joe Thurman 'judge; Dick Wal-.
gress and Government officials Mils Glenn is an organizer
were present -and- the marine+from-Washington. D. C., origi-
band furnished the music, Bish- nally sent to Kentucky by Mr
him and not only spent this Co* r REV. SHELTON000,000 but left the state impov.,
erished and a million dollars hr
debt when he retired from office.
The Republican- party selects, Former Pastor of Murray Christian
Gus Wilson as Its 144,ire41 load- (lurch Passes Away in
er. lie typlies all theta elands California.
for. Is It holtdr,Oi, hide-
haunt] reactionary, the friend
and follower of raft. ths enemY we-pass through life, it not
of all progress, narrow, iefrequently beeemes our pain-
jive anti benighted. fill duty to take notice or • the
The Democratic pArty sloe's passing' away of some worthy
Governos Beckham to heal its citesen, and good friend of for-
light, He has courage, clime- user days. The news of the Bud-
ter anit librfase is to- den death or Elder Win. T. Shel-
-ward the future bright with the ton; at his home in San 'Jew,
sun-light of Democracy. He is Celifrnia, on the thitsi day of
the friend of President -Wilson seatember, 1014, -hassiust reisehs
and has his hearty endorsements, ed this city, and it will bring
ilia presence in the Senate. will sadness "to the hearts of many
add one more I ncurrupt bias vote relict ves and - friends- sin this
ker, clerk; Parker, sheriff.
South Liberty-W, Russel.
-Boone Outland, judges; S. L.
Neal. • ter, Genella, and two sons, Wm.
What do your primary grades CortOz, and Jas Errett Shelton.
do while your advanced gralles These sons graduated a few
re-eite? -Miss Joy Holland :end years ago'f;oin Leland Stanford
Miss. Daisy-Radford... -Universii*Yts with the highest
NOON • honors, and-they are now bril-
liant and successful young •law-Reading. - Miss Beatr i c e
Crisp. . yers in Los Angeles, Cal. This • est son ot Fella G. • and -Mettle labor in the home. She goes on • • 
t 1
. 
Tar-Honey in a caws given up as
J. W. Jones. ' • bles, and were acquainted with years of age the day he was tv polls when -women vote-that
Why parents should visit the grief, for aphile they were yet taken to his bed. He was also women's business is cleaning up 
hopeless and it effected a cam-
ton, participated in the services.
of Washing- Medill McCormick, chairman of Evans, Clerk; Riley F'alwell,p Alfred Harding,
Archbishop Benzene, the 
pa- the Congressional Committee of sheriff. _
pal delegate to the United States 
the National American Woman , North Liberty.-W. H. Fitch.
Suffrage Association, and is or-s'isi. J. Williams. judges; Autry
held in connection with the 
ganizing under tha direction of -Ross, clerk; J. P. Collims-sher-was present at peace services-
Mrs. Desha Breckinridge, PresitiLiff. _ 
feast of St. Francis in the Holy ident of the Kentucky &Al f Almo.- Se.aten Redden. VA a
Land Memorial church in the Rights Association. . .Beach, - judges;. S. A. Fakes-
churches siier pictures 
She made a plea for the ballot ' Clerk; Genie Gilbert. sheriff.aiming. In several of the
shoWn to illustrate the horrors
w e r e for the •workins _woman and Jackson.-A. S. Blalock, 'Mo-
ot conflict. - . 
told how the working man had othy Miller, judges; J. W. Cleric..
_. __ I been able to -protect himself clerk; Dock Alexander, sheriff.
Death of Trigg County Farmer. with the extention of political, North Brinkley.-T. B. Hurl.
freedom, in the matter of wages Nick Reed, judges; Clarence
Willie Jett Coleman, one of and length of the working day. :Penny, Clerk; Millard Riley,
the most industrious young far- She says there are 8,000.060 wo. sheriff.
rners of this county, died last men in the United States who South Brinkley.- J. B. Hurt,
Thursday morning about two leave their homes every merning Bob Rogers, judges; Connie Nix.
o'clock at his. home on the old for the workshop, the office, the clerk; T. J. Wright. sheriff.
Starkie. Thomas farm near Oak factory and the store, and that North Swann.--J. I. Ford, Lets
Grove churc'h, six miles south of they are forced to the unwoman- Miller, judges; Fred Jamea
can we do for sanitation and hY- houn, tne talented and accom- here, of hemmorrhagic purpure, ly desertion of the home that clerk; Tom_Cooper, sheriff.
giene? - Herbert Brian. plished daughter of Mr. John' a disease caused from- extremes they may not starve. That_ the South Swann.- Earnest Pixr-
Discuss discipline as to how Calhoun, of Conyerseille, Tenn., ly bad blood, lie had not been work formerly done done by wo. chess, T. W. Erwin, judges :
you secure a quiet' room:-Miss and at hi i death, left her sun- 1 in very good health for several men in the home is now carried Earnest Erwin, clerk; Jim W.
Lois Boatwright and Garland vi' together with one daugh-! months, but continued to go on in vast mantifacturing eetab- Orr, sheriff.
about his daily work _until Fri- lishments, where men are often Hopelesg Lung Trouble Cored.
day, September 18th, when he found doing the work that for-,
was taken with a bleeding at meriy belonged:a° women, and- 
Many recoveries from Lung'
Trcubles are due to Dr. Bell's
the nose, and he grew rapidly today women must bring back Pine-Tar-Honey. It strengthens
worse from day to daruntil the, into the home in-dollars and
end came. • . cents the equivalent to what 
the Lungs, cheeks the Cough
l'oling Coleman was the old- they used to produce by their 
and gives relief at once.-Mr.
W S Wilt' G tes '4 C
Eighth grade boys arid girls.-- family, however, had their trete Coleman and- was thirty-two to say that there will be no dir- writes' 
"I used Dr. Bell'aPine-
'
school.-G. A. Hale. with us, they buried two child- a consistent member of the Oak they are going to begin with the 
plete cure.'' Get a bottle of Dr.
public, who now asks this brave, Value of the associstion to 
ren in infancy, whose little mon- Grove Baptist church, having polls. - Since women are voting 
Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. If your
intelligent and discriminating teachers and community.-B. 0. 
uments are'dnily seen by visit- been a-member there for about in eleven states-numbering 4,- 
cough is dry and hacking let it
-vi electorate to send him to the Langston. - 
orato our Mapleweod cemetery. nine years. On June Nth,. 1907 000,000 women of voting age- 
trickle down your throat, you
United States Senate where he Discuss school as a communi; 
He also left many relatives in he was married to Miss Nora she says that suffrage is un- 
will surely-get relief. Only 25e
promises to be a thorn in the ty unit.-Lubye Thurmun. 
.-.. this countyt amongst whom, tiarris, daughter of John Harris doubtedly a good thing, because 
at your druggist.
Shall we attend the First Din- Mrs. T..J. Weaver, a niece, and of Calloway county, and is sur-Inot one of these atat aii have ev-side of t'resident Wilson, Whose Sorghum Crop Has Arrived. `
ability he derides-and whose trict Educational Association.- Judge J. 
E. Robbins, a cousin, vived by his wife and three' e-r repealed the law, and she
• • teachers too low.-T. R. Jones. death of this. good min; many his parents and three brothers -amendments to the voters next
and one sister as follows: Al.INovember.
Lexington, Oct. 2.-11 was an-
man. 
a teachers meeting iri itassnajdat.4
himself a patriot and is states- Washington, Oct. 5.- Prayers flounced last night that definiteI So pleak come and with theAmong the hundred ex- for peace in Europe arose from plans have been made far the in-spirit that bespeaks Calloway
cellent things he furthered was
Kentucky's magnificent Capitol,  Senday in accordance with Pres-hel make this meetin a suc- - ,
built without a cent of graft, or P g i d e n t WiTsbn's proclamation.tess.-Co ittee. .,
leaving a dollar of indebtedness. , Clergymen of all denominations
When Governor Beckham went A valuable reaping for flesh read the President's prociama-
out of office, • he left this new % wounds, burns sditlds, old sores, tion, itself a fervent peace.pray-
capitol, withaut ., a superior in ras.h, chafed sk
beaty ansl worth on the conti- SNOW LINIME
nent, and a. million dollars in healing aniti
cask in the Treasury. _ ^ 25c, &b and
CAO-VerSiii---Wiliiiif - sticcees br Date-
-•• •••••
•
I.
s
7
•
.- •
CsisPairs for State-Wide Prohibition.
t school  interest, d all parts of the United States auguration of a statewide pro-
tub ion campaign at the thirty-
fourth annual Meeting of the
Woman's Christian Temperance
union, which began in Winches-
ter Thursday. The -movement
M BALLARD'S er and congregations gathered follows the local option election
Tv-it is both toge:her peace hymns Monday, in which nine of 12natiestciledThe work-
isepties .Price and take part in pease service----Fi.
r bottle,. ' ThePresidenthimaelf attend- fItrited, heave been iitn that
efieI. ed the Central Presh)cturian statewide-movement.
A
to get the suffrage amendment
before the people of Kentucky
when the legislature again meets
and to that end are securing all
the coverts possible.
Miss Glenn left Thursday mon
eitig for Eddyville, where she
will speak Friday night.
OtC Monday afternoon, at two
o'clock, Ober26th, the new
league annodnces that a Meet-
ing will be hold in the main au-
ditorium at.che court house here
when Miss- Dow Husbands, of
Paducah, and another speaker
to be announced later,
speak on woman suffrage. - The
meeting will be free, and all
should _come oat and Aura**
Husbands.
The sorghum season is now'
on. and farmers all o4er the
county are enjoying "sorghturt
and batter cakes" to their heart's-
content. The crop this year
promises to be one of the larg-
est in -years,•and a large acreage
of it was planted in the spring.
One of the' best varieties of
the 'cane that is grown anywhere
was developed in Howell county..
and is known as Mize's Gem. fa
was produced by John W. Mize.
of Vaughn's Mill, one of the
most prearinent farmers in the
county. Itgrows to a height of
from twelve to fifteen feet. a
very succulent and produces a
large amount-a,syrup. . •
Farmers; m'achaniek- railroad-
ers, laborers rely -on Dr, Thom-
as"Electie Oil. Fine for cuts...-
burps, bruises. Should be. kega
in every bonie., 26e eifd. _ •
,
4
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TWP MURRAY T.IDOFR MURRAY ICY
Beffel;TRI HARD TO WIN
Biscuits BACK LOST GROUND
• •
Baked
Fri
You never tasted
daintier, lighter, dueler
- biscuits than those
baked with Calumet.
They're ehtvi
inod —AA-10111.
For Calumet in-
sures perfect
baking.
MVO
110111ST AWARDS
rri:..artiPwgzdoe.
wwwws.
Mrawe wry wise see hey deo sr iireseIkmetbswiere. S., Seiwet. W.b.' ewes
sisraiirwi SDAS.
Strong Man's Weakness.
Speaking of great feats of strength
Franklin H. Lane, secretary of the in-
terior, recalled an incident that hap-
pened in a western state.
One afternoon an elderly woman
visited the penitentiary, and on paus-
ing before a certain cell was told that
the inmate had been Imprisoned for
stealing a piano.
"I am very Worry to see you here,'
remarked the woman turning to the
convict. "Is It true that you stole a
'Manor
"Yes, ma'am," was the frank &drill*
Mon of the convict. Then he added:
"I did it In a Moment of weakness."
"In a moment of weakness!" gasped
the elderly visitor. "Mercy me' I
presume that had you hadd-Your usual
strength you would have walked away
with the whole house!"
Escapee In Heat of Battle.
Reports indicate it sometimes takes
a lot to kill the modern soldier. the
New York World states Sergeant
Fougere of France recelved'eight bul-
let wounds, a broken arm and other in-
juries, and although shot in the calf.
thigh and a3kle. escaped being cap-
tured by Germans and limped ten
miler" to his regiment. Another French
soldier received six' bullets and three
bayonet wounds and is recovering. The
French war office estimates only two
men are killed out of every one hun-
dred hit The penerarion is so clean
one soldier did not know he had been
hit for three hours, and another bullet
\went through two soldiers and lodged
• in a cavalryman's saddle
Approaching, but Not Clogs
-Whisa I left Havre on my way
back to England." says Representative
Gardner of Massachusetts. '600 French
soldiers lined upon the dock and sang
'God 1111V•19 the King in English. BY
the nine gods of war as our own Gen-
eral Bingham would gay, this indent,
taken in connection with the Belgians
stepping to the front cheating 'It's
a Long Way to Tipperary.' seen esi to
Indicate the- approach of the much
touted brotherhood of man."
Easy to See.
"1 wish 1 could have seen'yout great
feat," said a lady to a gentleman who
hid Matt rriftril hasarrious adventure
In Africa. "There !bey. are. madatn.''
mkt he, potettyra--AAdwpeleitt row",
- .
111141811ANII CONTINUE DESPERATE
ATTACKS ON FRENCH LEFT
WING: ARE REPULSED
CROWN PRINCE LEADS ARMY
1
Garman, More Successful In Belgium.
Where Defenders or Antwerp
Hoer Been Forced to
Fall Back.
New York.- The dperruined efforts
Of the Germans ere making not only to
hold their lines in the north of France,
hut to win back some of the territory
the allied force.. have intteded In tak
lug from them since the great battle
of the Aisne began, art indicated in
the official announcements from the
Islasneli- war (Atka_
The Germans have continued their
series of desperate attack"' on the
French left wing, and in the center the
crown prince's army, whh:h includes
the at corps, has attempted to
advance through the wood of La Gru
rie. nut In all of these endeavor'', ac
cording to French accounts. the Ger-
have have been repulsed. The crown
prince's army even has been driten
back toward the north a mile or two.
In Belgium, however, the Germans
hare been more successful, fur the
Belgian legation at London admits that
on the east of the River Selene the ,
Belgian forces defending Antwerp. aft• !
er adesperate resistance of the days. I
have been obliged to fall back to the
River Nethe, so terrific* has been the
German artillery fire. But the declare
Mtn Is made that the Belgians intend
to resist the attack on Antwerp to
their utmost.
The latest official commusication
from Petrograd describes the hattlit tit'
Augustowo, in Russian Poland, aesees.,
veloping into one of extreme violence.
the Gereasne supplementing their ar
tillery fire with furious counter at
tacks. In an encounter betweep the
first division of the German eavalry
and Russian cavalry the Germans are
reported to have been routed' with
great loss, carrying their infantry
along with them.
The Russians have occupied Ray-
grod, Kalvary and Mariampol, in Po-
land.
The Russian emperor according to a
Petrograd announcetne. t, has left the
capital for the war zone. The German
emperor is said to be at Thorn. West
Prussia, close to the Russian frontier,
GERMANS ARE DRIVEN BACK
Petrograd Says Ruestans Made Brit
liant Bayonet Charge-Push Ger-
mans BAck•Into Prussia.
(copyright)
-
:REPULSE
CAN HE STAND ALONE? 1
GERMAN ATTACIL
Allies' Pressure Tells on Germane.
French Forces Reach Practically
to Belgian Border,
London.- The battle of the Aline
finds the allied arm-ice pushing with
all the strength they An bring to
hear in their great effort to outflank
the German right wing and forte it
back from its line of commuulcation
t !trough
There is evidence that this more
ment is beginning to MI, and that un
less somet h Mgr Bliftweseen happens
this portion of the Gorman tinny must
fall hack to another deferreive line.
The•French official report says the
action continues to develop to the
northward, so that the French left
must be pushing toward Cambrat as
it was in the neighborhood of Albert.
Even farther north than this the
French -cavalry is operating arid last
week a German force Ohich was sent
'to Orchies, 16 miles southeast of
1.111e, to punish franc-tieurs for an al- ,
leged attack on a German hospital at
that place met with superior forces
and had to fall back.
The Germans, too, admit that they
have been unable to arrest the French
advance against their right and slats
that the allies have advanced on their
right front. Indeed, there seems to he
some agreement in the official reports
of the belligerents on the events in
this pail of the battlefield.
JAPS CLOSE ON KIAO-CHill
Invert Heights Around Tsing-Tau.
Overlook German Position-Evac-
_ uate Line of Defense.
London.-The Japanese occupied all
the high ground outside Tsing-Tau
seat of government of the German
concession of Kiao-chau) overlooking
the German's main line of defense,
London.-C. P. Sturk, correspondent says a statement given out by the
of the London Daily News at Petro-1 official news bureau. ,The communi-
gr-a& teTegragifhatit-ussian InfitrifFfr, I Tat ion reutteries. 
__..
as a result of brilliant bayonet charges, "They began an attack on the ad'
are driving the Germans hack into vanced positions four kilometers (two
East -Prussia in the direction of Lyck. miles and a half i front the enemy's
Russian infantry also charged the main line at dawn. In a spurt of fierce
Germans who were besieging Atreus flame front sea and land they drove
tovo compelling them to abandon their the enemy from his position."
guns. Peking.-- The Gerniaos in Klarsehau
This Is the first'time in the northern have evacuated the Waidersee line of
war zone that there have been genes defense before an overwhelmiug force
the infantry battles and She Russian of the enemy. Tame-Tau is now coat-
soldiers have proved their great su ' P• letelY inveeted. The German lossee
periority in this class of fighting. ' w• ere 'n'all
A Reuter dispatch from Petrograd, ' This information is co
ntained In a
describing the German attack on the ' dispatch 
received here front a German
Suawalki-Olita railroad, says the Ger- .' source at Tel Nan, Shan-Tting, which
mans made Vilna their objective, di' ' evidently is a wi
reless communication
regarding Kovno, and attacked stub-: from. Tsing Tau. It 
adds that the Jap-
bornly. finally retreating before Rus- , anese armored cruiser 
squadron bout-
elan bayonet charges, but in order. 1
, herded Tsing-Tau Monday without do-
__ ling any damage.
ROYE CENTER OF BATTLE
French Off,ctal Statement Says There
Are No New Details to Give Out,
Impreseson Favorable.
Paris - The official communication
issued here says:
-There is no new detail to antrounce.
GERMANS BESIEGE ANTWERP
Commence Attack on First Line of
Defense-Village People Flee
to Forts.
Amsterdam.- The Germans have
commenced their attack on the first
line of defense of Antwerp. according
The general impression le favorable." to dieptches received by the Amster-
Londors-Roye, the little town on dam paperti Moll, an important rail-
the main road from Amiens to Noyon. way junction near the Dutch border,
the helette around which have been al
ternately occupied by the French and
was occupied by the Germans. and
now the Germans who again occupy
ethe Germans during the - past week, I. Matinees began a bombardroent o.
still the ceuter.of a battle of greet vics Lierre. directly in front of Antwere.
lease-. They also continued their bombard-.
The Germane, who are fighting stub- ment of Forts Waehel and St Cath-
arine. It ta believed heavy Auetrisn
artillery is being used
Lierre, according to a mesaag• .c)
the Handelshlad. has been under shell
fire since early morning The people
at first hid in the cellar., hut subse-
quently fled to Antwerp, being joined
bornly to protect their flank at this
point. Maus, brought up re-enforce-
r:ciente. but ateording to the French of-
ficial communioation all their attacke
have been repulsed. !
The action, hc:wever, it still proceed
log and upon It mut 11 depends, for if
the Germane are beaten their line of by fugitives from the surroundlne v11
communication at Tefgnier will be se-
riously threatened.
1
Silitress wettish Steamers Reported Sunk.
t'sondon. - The- follow1-14-1. official
statement, igstu&S' in Berlin, as been
received here by-wireless:
'The German cruiser Karlsruhe has opposing armies in Northern
sunk so' en British steam 
.1.
ers in the' "'e
Atlantic 
France--
lege... It is reported that one shell
fell on a hospital, killing nine persons.
Berlin. Isipw that the dormant"
hare succeeded in fleeting- East Pew-
ee' Of the Ituesiana. German army of-
-fleet* are giving alserig.tiaws as to the
fighting qualities e4 the RaiTesit-els-
peroc's soldiers and officers.
,ft
•
Concentrate on West.
London. -Fighting of the past few
days, which took the form of heavy of-
fensive operation& has not changed to
any marked extent the positions of
Indian Troops Land,
London, The war informatien hu
feau made It pown that halbert troops
were landed in France The point of
leading wee ziot revealed, Put it le pre-
miered the troops disembarked at mar;
saltiest.
-7. . ,
_GERMAN FUNK EXTENDED
French Claim Progress at
Points in Argone--Bloody Artillery_
Duels--Win at Rom
Par* The following official an.
nouncement was issued here:
"There is nut lung of particular im-
portant'. to deecrIlw except in the re-
gion of Hoye ton the French left
wings where a violent action has
turned euceerisfully in our favor, and
In the Argonne, where we have made
progress at several new points.
"The general situation remain(' sat-
isfactory."
London The battle of the Aisne.
now nearing the end of its third week;
soon will outstrip in respect to time
the greatest fought at Mukden aearly
10 years ago. but still no decisive re-
sult has been achieved.
The French official communication
condensed into about 30- words was
one of the shortest given to the public
!deep the war began. It records that
progress hes been made by both right
and left wings of the allied armies, but
gives no details or the extent of the
progress between the lines.
Military experts believe the great
claws, as they have been described,
continue to open to clutch at the out-
spread wifittricifthe Gmrian army, par-
ticularly the riiht, which forme the
upright portion of the Is and now hats
its back to the east, fighting with des-
peration to prevent the French left
from encircling or smashing it along
most of the front, estimated at 180
miles in length.
The artillery has played by far the
most important part in the ' struggle.
hut on the German right lighter guns.
cavalry and infantry are doing- most
of the figh• .niewith a stubbornness
and disregard of life that people so
often have said in recent years mod-
ern soldiers never would display.
IMPORTANT BATTLE FOUGHT
French and Germans Hold Center of
Stage-Berlin Silent Qpera-_
tions in France.
New York.-For the moment, all in-
terest is fixed un  the  .territory occu-
pied by the French left wing arid the
German right wing, where the most
determined fighting of the battle line
is going on. The allied forces grad-
ually are Moving northward, and, ac-
cording tos.the French official state
merit that battle tontinues to develop
more and more toward the north, the
allies attempting to get beyond the
extremity of the German line for the
great outflanking movement which has
been the object of their operations.
A continuation of this advance to
the north would bring the allies to
Cambrai, a strongly fortified town in
Nord, and beyond that as far as the
circle could be drawn.
Meanwhile there is comparative
calm froni Itheiru; to the Meuse, which
constitutes the center of the front, but
in the Woevre district there have
been engagemente in which tato
French have made adrances.
Regarding the operations in North-
ern Far-ace. Berlin is officially silent,
dispatches from the German capital
declaring that no information has been
given out regarding the progress of
the general ehgagemeot.
An official announcement from Pe-
trograd says the Austrian province of
Genets in. completely- freed or Aus-
trians, the lees remnants of their
troops having sought refuge lo the
Carpathians. ftn unofficial dispatch
from the Russian capital says fight-
ing alone the East Pruesian frontier
h... resulted In the repulse o. all ths
German attempts to force a passage of
the River Niemen, In the government
o. Suwalki
Ships Sunk by Mines in Adriatic.
London.--A dispatch to the Times
Rome says • Roumanian sail
ing- ship and an Italian steamer have
been sunk by mines in the Adriatic
with heavy loss of 'life.
-
More British Officers Killed.
London -- The official report of can.
asides among British officers, from
general headquarters.- includes Brig
Gen. Frederick L. V. Wing, command-
ing the third division. Royal artillery.
Gen. Wing won dietinction In the
South African war.
Torpedo Boat Sunk
Rome. An Italian torpedo host: is
reported to have lst.en suitbiny s whits-
1.Otweon Vristt e and Chtilacel ei'lo, in th
Adriatic Rea. Nal ronfirmation of the
report can be obtained in Ofticialseit
I cies- -
' —.•2814eststes 
FIGHT AT CRACOW
FRONT HAS OPENED
PPZEMVIIL. 48 ATTACKED BY RUE-
SIAN& ON ALL siois—vvto
FORTS REPORTED TAKEN.
GERMAN POSITIONS SUFFER
Attempt to Conc•ntrate Troops From
Four Directions-Report Advance
of Russian Troops Successful
Rough Roads Obstacle
London. Reuter's Rome orrespond
',tit says news received in the Bellaire
capital front Russian headquarters dis
claret. that Prsetnyel. Galicia, has been
attasked be the Itusnians on all sides.
Two of the forts, it is said, already
has.. been taken, and from these this.
Russians silenced several Austrian
butteries.
A digitise ii to the Central News from
!tome says:
-Phe Russian enebassy here has Is
sued,recommunicatitin announcing that
the Clernians have suffered a terrinn•
defeat in the provint•es of Lodz and
Suwalki. Itu 'elan Poland
"The (I urinal, the communication
says, "were attat ked with extreme vio-
lence end compelled to flee from
Oetrowlec and other towns,
leaving behind great quantities 'of
transports and guns Their troops
threw away their rifles and baggage
Numerous caution were itharedoned."
Telegrams from Petrograd, the ('en-
tral News correspondent at Rome says,
declare that the Germans base lost 30,-
000 men in 'Oiled or wounded And 20,•
000 taken prisoners.
The Antwerp correepondent of' the
Exchange Telegraph conipany'has sent
the following dispatch:
"The German attack on the fort and
approaelies of Koningshoyck tope of
the new forts on the outer line) was
repulsed.
"A violent attack on Tertnonde was
repulsed, the Belgians blowing up the
bridge (over the Scheldt).
"The Belgians undertook attack
from Antwerp on the front of the east-
erly position. This attack continues.'
ANTWERP FORTS HOLD OUT
Bombardment of Farts Continues.
British Aviators Do Splendid
Work-Refugees Arrive.
Antwerp.-The bombeulment of the
southeast front of the Antwerp de-
fenses' was resumed fiercely, but no
success attended the German effort to
break through the strong Belgian posi-
tions. During the brilliant moonlight
the Germans bombardial the forts at
Duffel, Waelliern and Lierre. Many
shells fell on the town of Duffel and
a big paper factory wag damaged se-
verely.
The enemy made an infantry attack
tri-fere-e from the direction of Ter
monde on the -intermediate forts of
Liezel. Brendoeick and Heyndonck, but
it was brilliantly repulsed. The Ger-
mans suffered heavy' losses. In the
afternoon the artillery shelled Thisselt
and Raenolonck, to the west of Mech-
lin. The damage was immaterial,
British aviators did splendid work
for the Belgians Flying in and out
among the low clouds, they indicated
the German positions to F'ort Waelhern
and enabled the gunners to direct a
withering, fire on the attackers.
CLAIM GERMAN DISASTER
Petrograd Correspon -a Tells of New
Gun timid by eti.ane-Says
Rennerikampf t.spared.
-toll-don Pereira) Gib.--n, the Daily
Chronicle's Petrograd cerrespondent.
telegraphs.
"The great German guns, which are
now making their difficult way back
over the menthes to the north and
south of the Suwalki. met their match
duriug the fighting on the Niemen
There appeared for the first time the
ore* patterns of the Russian gun of
large caliber and considerable mobility,
which are the products of the Putiloff
works.
"Artillery experts who have watched
its performance are setisfied that it is
equal in power and effect to anythieg
the Germans haste yet 'Mown. On t1 •
Prussian frontier near Druskenik te
of theme new guns silenced the Get
man batteries within 10 mtnutee. The
German guns were afterward aban-
doned on (heir position, every gunner
having been kilted.
"The German invasion has been a
disaster It Sas failed at every point
Even an. a reconnaissare'lele ean have
produced nothing of even the smallest
value to the German's
Germans Repulsed.
Washington-The following dis-
patch from the Belgian minister of
foreigoaffairs was made public here:
"Forts south and southeast of Ant-
werp have been siolently bombarded.
'On the southwest attack of German
troops against Willebroeck repulsed.'
- —
Aeroplanes. Toward Paris. ,
r'''Parial- Tien 'Mae Ge
plane* were reptirted near Compiegne,
flying in the elirecitiou of Faris. They
are being mirStied by one of the French
aviators.
•
•
PATIMA, Tur-
-a- kish-blend ciga-
rettes are the pur-
est form in which
tobacco Can be smoked,
and their flavor is
"Distimctively Individual"
SMALL WARS MEAN BIG POEMS
Greatest Battle Hymns Have Not
Been Inspired by Titanic Strug-
a
7
les Like the Present One. 
The greatest poems have been v.rit-
ten about little aars The Iliad was
ritten around a siege carried on by
a handful of barbarian chieftains
against a city of the second slam; 'She
battle of Chevy times aas a border
skirmish following upon a cattle-steal-
ing expedition. And Moline's imperial
muse is at her best ehen she sings
of petty was. with colored tribeemen
Britain's far flung battle line was far
flung against Dervishers and Afrells;
it was seldom brokight into collision
a ith no() intrenclimerile and siege or
viiory. Limo a ar. or else kfla %ant
in anticipation of retrospect, those are
this rich soil for the poet.
A great war in the actual, the fate-
of an empire truly at stake, may make
Poets mit of the Pommes' crowd, but
subdues the poet to the level of the
common' crowd. There is a solemnsone-
-about Klpitarg latest verse which has
Its effect. Only it is not exhortation
roe' wanted, but exultation; riet_tie ap-
peal, bin a clariorl call. \'h,en an en'
tire nation is aflame the poet is apt to
find it mission rather perfunctory.
Fashion Note.
"One blessing, at least, will come
to us from this dreadful war We
shan't be inundated with shocking
French re:throng."
The speaker was a leading club-
woman She rtssumed:
"At a club dinner the other evening
a man Littleton writer-man fashion
writers are the best-said to nee
"'A Mice to these foreign moderi!
They are caricatures,'
" 'Caricatures" said I. 'Caricatures?
Yes, perhaps. But wouldn't it be more
idiirat&t call them takisolfiC"—
Paw Knows Everything.
Willie -Paw, why is the way of the
transgressor hard?
Paw-liecause so many people hare
tramped on its_jnY son
•
DI),the elevators in a department
store come under the head of shop-
liftersS ,
LIGHT BOOZE,
Do You Drink It?
A minister's wife bad quite a tus-
sle with coffee and her experience is
interesting. She says:
"During the two years of my• train-
ink as a nurse, while on night duty,
I became addicted to coffee drarking.
Between midnight and four in the
morning, when the patients were
asleep, there was little to do except
make the rounds, and it was quite
natural that I should want a hot cup
Of coffee about that time. I. could
keep 'awake better.
"After -three of four years of cof-
fee drinking, I became* nervous wreck
and thought that I simply could not
live without my coffee. All this time
I was subject to frequent bilious at-
tacks, sometimes so severe as to
keep me in bed for several day.
"After being married, Husband
begged me to leave off coffee for he
feared that it had already hurt me
almost beyond repair. so I resolved to
make an effoet to release myself from
the hurtful habit. '
began taking Postuut and for a
few days felt the languid, tired teei-
ng from the lincit of the coffee drug.
hut 1 liked the taste of Postum. and
Csat answered for the breakfast bev-
erage all right.
"Fleetly I began to feel clearer.
headed and had steadier nerves Aft-
er a year's use of l'ostum 1 now-'feel
like a new woman-have not had any
bilious attacks since I left off coffee."
Name given - by Posturer Cps !Settle
Creek, Mich Read 'The Hord to
WellvilleS in pkgs.
Poatum comes in two forms-
Regular Posturn-must be well
boiled ISe and 2,5c. packages.
Instant Posture-is a soluble pow-
der. A teaspoonful dissolves 'Sleekly
In a cup of hot water, and, with cream
and anger, makes a. delicious bever-
age Instantly. 30e and 53.e. tins, .
"The cdst per pup. of both tittili is
about the tam's,
"There's a livasoo" for Post urn -
-sold by Grocers.
•
•
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Mark Truitt, encouraged by id• -•Ilfs•M"
%tart Polly M•rtIti, loaves his
Lui,"" town, to week his fortune. Mini
on
True' tells Mark that It long ham bwot
his dream to pro • steel plant at 1440..1
and asks the son to return slid build
one If Ii.eser gets rlrh Mark applies to
Timmer. Henley, head of the tatilnhy Iron
wo!los for a Joh ittlti 111 P.`nt to thin con'
sir, Hon gang Ills PUCt.P1411 In that work
wine him a plow. as 11101..1' to 11 .111.111
A intureissel, opett hearth forelleerefte Ile
one. ii temrder In I(oittatt'• 11.111. RIO
Maoist. Phdr. It' man's son, to his etudlea
K•sla an adopted daughter. shown 1.•r
V
In such a manner ea to arouse
Mark's Interest in lo,r Ileavy work Ii,
the intense hest of the furnace. .aume•
Max% in collets.. and kasia .•ares for
.1Alei jester ft 444444 also purcumhs and
Mark gets his )..t. Roman rereotts tile
and tells Mark 0. find anotior boarding
pine Vise >ears elapse during which
Mark ham advanced to the foremanship,
Title is labor saving devices have made
huninsehiable to the ,ompat.) In it,.
meanttme Kasla has married on. Jim
Whithlg Mark meets with an aretelent
whI h Aoom• hint to h. a ripple for life
He, ry it.,. to Tiethel Int•rolina to stay
there II. finds Unity about to notary ah
olh•r men and wins lies hack Linn y
t,Ith to r•turn to Mr cork In the
city
CHAPTER XII-Continued.
There had been a snow, hard packed
by traffic, and the blacks caught the
sl.•,sh swiftly along through the dusk.
When the crowded business section
lay behind them, lienley remarked
casually.
-I saw your little cherity back
there"
"II,, was a cripple."
see," Ilenley nodded. "That's
your greatest asset." •
''What is?"
"Your health."
"My lack of it, ynn mean," Mark are
sewered grimly. "But I don't quite
get your point of view
"it keeps you from making a fool
of youreelf. There's Hare, for lu-
stance, a capable man, drinking him-
self into incompetency. And Harmon,
with his women. For them prosperity
means indulgence. You keep your
appetites under control." _
"I have to.-
"Exactly my point." For a few
blocks Henley apparently gave himself
ovee wholly to the agreeable exercise
of breathing in the keen frosty air.
When he resumed, no one could have
thefeed from his tone that he was
working toward a given point. "Hige-
bee's case is worse. One Woman."
' has he-"
-His wife. A smooth catty creature,
sub a craze for display. Married him
after he made his stake, of course, Al-
ways nagging him for new Jewels, new
carriages, a new-house. Makes him
dress for dinner. Drags hen around
to dances and receptloies and box par-
ties-when 30 minutes of that takes
it out of him more than 12 hours at
the rolls used to." .Mark might have
been sitting for his esorUlitt. "Egging
him on until he's scheming as un-
scrupulously as a toothless old dow-
ager to get into society-or -*hat with
her passes for society lie spent six
months beating about the bush to get
Blip to send my Wife around to call on
her Queer, how • big talented man
will let a pretty useless woman pull
him around by the ears!"
Damned queer!" said Mark.
I suppose we-, who aren't in the
same can't understand IL'.
Ilunley. Mark theught, seemed to
underetand It very well
A few minutes more brought them
deeleng up to a stop under the porte-
cochere of Henley's big house.
"Much obliged for the lift," said
Henley as he sprang out of the neigh.
Ile added casually, "Er -by the May, I
think I heard my wife say she was
planning to call on Mrs. Truitt in the
near future."
Despite a quick flush, Mark looked
at him steadily. "Higsbeis, then, was
• parable'!"
-Ity no means." Henley returned
tolleidly "It seems they have met at
Mt. Swithtn's and were-mutually in-
terested He paused, but as no reply
Cams from Mark, continued in the im-
personal tone of one who philosophizes
eenerally -After all, there's • Mem-
ber In all of us We affect to leer at
this society thing. But we want our
wives to have the hest. It's more cote
fortable. too. And besides, when a man
has a charming wife, he can't hide her
light under a bushel. Good night."
"Good night. Especially," Mark
muttered to himself, "when .she pro-
poses to let it shine." Ile gave the
reins ati angry jerk. the harries leaped
gild raced down the driveway aqd into
• the street The. music of the neigh
bells rang merrily on the keen air.
(Mee tbr laughed need, sneeringly.
"Complaisant toady!" lie did not re
fer to Henley He had, in fact, him-
self in mind One can not well openly
resent the insolent if friendly inter-
est ',Veil in one's domestic affairs--
• ott he wall whose eccentric favor Spells
prosperity. Still it stings, especially
when It argues a shrewd guess as to
this fact, lend the fact was, Superin-
t.•ndent Truatt's domestic estate, like
the neighborhood in which he lived,
left something to be desired.
Ho stopped at a brick house that
differed from' its neighbors only in that
the list was wide enough to allow for
a driveway to the little stable in the
rear A groom Qin had mime to the
. • front In answer to the summons of the
• • belle. took the team.
_. •
• ••
_
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iffm..-woRmaimmssam- over It. Though she was careful setto take too much pains to hide :t..""hut, for a friend, isn't that -"
"Oh. you can't understand. Or
The Ambition of Mark Truitt no con/es-lotion of the pride a womanlikes to have In her hotne. (ft emirs*swhill idooked (hien on this Anybody
vion't ' she amended bitterly - You've
Bethel we never dreamed of suaything
-We tilled to think It mighty tine In
Si) gold"
' You didn't But I did." she re-
torted "liesidee. we aren't in Bethel
now We're here and growing rich.
And ei. ought to live like the rest of
our kind "
"Just what is our kind, Unity?"
"If you didn't hese* me to give you
ambition, we'd still be homely dowdy
nobodies."
"Then we are sornebudirsr
_e_"Wereten be. %%here geing to be."
llha US U suddenle tier thin lips
tightening Mark, we must we sim-
ply must move. We can afford it, I
know."
Y, we can do it." lie made a
gesture of resignation 'Hut it will
clean we out of ready cash."
"You can make more,- said Unity
negligently "You're so closer at that.
And Mindere what's the use of having
money if it doesn't buy the things we
want?"
"For one thing," he nulled grimly,
"I can't get insurance, and men have
been known to die and leave their
widows penniless. However," he rose
with an evident-antic "we've gone
over all this a hundred times I'll see."
Yielding was in his voice
She fell back into her languid grace-
ful pose She gave him her very
sweetest smile, which she meant to
seem lovingly grileful Ile saw in it
only triumph
can be such a dear!" she
purr. "I'm so proud 'of you! And
now you'd better hurry and dress. You
know the Illgsbeea are coming for
He repressed an oath "I d forgot-
ten." And he limped heavily from the.
room.
In hie -iien room he dropped on the
bed, yielding for a brief interval. to
the pain and weakness of which It
was his pride never to give a sign
before others.
' He descended barely in tint.' to join
Unity iii greeting their guests.
He did not see a deeper vanity In
his feeling of superiority over his
guests. lingsbers was a big beefy man,
red of countenance and with a raucous
voice that grated on Mark's nerves,
lie was rough, not to say boisterous,
in manner, and his notion of wit was
veiled smuttiness-essays to which
Unity, incomparable hostess! paid the
perfect compliment of a shocked laugh
and a blush.
The dinner was well cooked and
served, which was not always true
when the Truitt' dined alone. Mark
ate sparingly, the while eying covet-
ously the viands with which he dared
not indulge himself, lie talked little,
neither Iligsbee's coarse daring nor
the ladies' light gossip of plays, latest
books and mutual acquaintances-
especially of mutual acquaintances-
being fields in which he felt at home.
But he was secretly much amused
when to Unity's casual mention of
Mrs. Henley's call, Mrs. Iligsbee re-
plied with the invidious suggestion
that Mrs. Henley was a good deal of
a snob. And when Unity countered
sweetly, "Do you think so? I haven't
found her so," he chuckled aloud.
Ile explained the chuckle. -One
mustn't look a gift horse in the
mouth." At which crude remark Iligs-
bee. guffawed, Mrs.,,Higsbee tittered
maliciously and. Utak-looked pained.
All three had a suspicion of what he
-knew-that Mrs. Henley's call had
been under orders, a gift from Henley.
Later he smoked, slowly and very
appreciatively, a mild cigar, which
lasted until Higsbee had consunfed the
second.
"How,- Iligsbee asked once, untact-
fully. -did you get Henley to sencrhis
wife around"
Mark resented the question. "I
didn't get him to.-
. -No!" Higsbee looked a bit incred-
ulous. "Well, you certainly do stand
well with him. Say, if you get a
chance, I wish you'd drop him a hint
that we'd be glad to have her call."
"I'm afraid," Mark said coldly, "Hen-
ley isn't a man to take that' sort of
a hint kindly."
"I wish you would.- Iligsbee urged.
"Mrs H is crazy for it. And I reckoe."
be laughed lumberingly, -the best war
Is to get a Woman what she wants.
It's conifortablest, anyhow."
"I haven't found it so," Mark lied,
adopUng Unity's tactics, and promptly
changed the subject.
But at last the Iligsbeee left
"Thank heaven!" exclaimed Mark.
-And to think that that man is one
of the best labor handlers in the coun-
try!"
ee"Bourgeols!" Unity gave a hrug
-RAI a nod to include-the departed
HENRY RUSSELL MILLER
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SYNOPSIS. I Mark, haili
ng hard on his cane,
limped mildly up the terrace steps to
the porch The parlor- Unity was
beginning to refer to it, not easily, as
the drawing room was lighted, tbe
shades were not drawn.
Unity was reclining in graceful atti-
tude she could be relied upon to pre-
sent graceful poses at all (Imes in •
big easy chair Iler gown, of sonic
rote, pale green stuff, vastly became
her and, as did every detail of her
from the carefully achieved coiffure
to the black velvet slippers that
peeped out from beneath her skirt,
avouched the fact that Unity had
mastered more than the rudiments of
the art of personal decoration
liewent into the house, doffed his
heavy overcoat and limped Ibto the
drafting rooni Unity did not by so
much as a glance around disturb her
graceful pose until he earn at her side
Then she languidly held up • hand to
him.
Ile brushed it with hie lips. "You're
looking scrumptious. Unity " He wont
so far as to give a brief admiring pat
to her hair
the moved petulantly. "Don't!
You'll muss my hair •'
lie dropped her band -That would
be a shame, mouldn't it?"
fie sat doe n near her. She sighed.
The siftli, on'. might bay,. thou glut, was
one of alarm and was because she
had noted his pallor, stitch even
after the spirited drive was so pro-
nounced,
"Been a herd day?" Put the ques-
tion was not Unity's. She had not
marked his air of exhaustion or, if she
had, was so used to it that she was
net concerned.
"So hard!" She sighed again very
plaintively 'So very exciting! And
you know how excitement always af-
fects me "
"Yes, I know." Just the edges of
his 'marten smile showed again.
'What has been the part-Winer excite-
ment today?"
"Mrs. Ilenley
"Yes?" Mark's voice did not reveal
the interest do epochal an event de-
manded
"Yes?" mimicked Unity "Is that all
you can gay? But I suppose, of course,
you don't care, though you know What
it means to me."
-Just what does it mean to yoe,
Unity ?"
"It means." 110MeR hat dithyram-
bically, "that I have won the friend.
"Ho, Thanks! I Might Acquire the
Taste."
ship I have tried so hard for three
years to win."
-Then she came up to the plans and
specifications?"
"She's a-- deer So sweet and re-
fined' So Intelligent and ambitious!
It's no wonder a man with such a wife
has cot as far as Mr Henley hes.
Though I suppose he would never give
her credit"
1 fancy Henley does her justice,"
Mark ventured. -
"That is more," Unity's tone was
one of patient dignified reproach. "than
110111t, people I know do for their
wives."
Habit. put a seal on trig Dm
From:lesser beginnings the Truitts
had found, in the earlier years of their
marriage, steel and tinder for quay-
reline nasty quarrels In which tempers
were;clott 'and cutting words spoken
and that invariably had the saute issue
- -the husband, humiliated by the sor-
didness of it, suing for peace. But
that stage had passed. Now, at the
first sign of hostilities, he promptly
hung out a white flag
She eyed him covertly for a little,
''l was so ashamed this afternoon."
she murmured at last patnetically.
his opened his eyes with ri start, he
had., almost slept Ashamed , ,? Oh,
yes-Mrs ileeley. What did you-do',!
• "I did nothitig: It Was this house. I
mild see, bet looking around at all
etas and trying to hide her amgaistneat
. It."
-rnity compiled.
"Ilmm! I happen to. know what it
means."- lie gave her a look of mock
admiration. "Unity, you're 'a wonder.
You've got the nerve of a winner.
You travel too fast a gait for me. Who
could believe that less than six years
ago you were back in Bethel, keeping
company with tight-fisted Hill Slocum."
• But Unity was too well pleased with
herself just !heti to resent this cruel "Probably because she doesn't went
reminder. "Don't you See why I am us."
eolannous to get urf above such pee Unity looked her protest at this
pler blunt speech But she did not atom-
, "I can see," he sect "I shall have
tosichieve inwent to him -• Ph a little cud-
dling moyement, lorking both hands_ _
over one of his shoulders sad looking
up et him She meat' a pretty Wier,
A mirror ow!! the mantle reflected it
for him. • .
"Oh, Mark, you make me se happy!
Tell ins the truth. Aren't you glad I
made you come back to the city, and
that cut.' igeo an far amid that we're
going-se--orei.h farther?"
You insist upon the truth?" lie
looked thoughtfully at the reneetiou.
"Well, I .1suppOila I" must be Other-
else you couldn't force um to buy the
new house, even though You are a 'err
callable bully--"
"Bully!" •
• Exactly Only," he continued, "I
still have a sense of proportion. We
are rather absurd, you and I. Unity."
She laughed contentedly "I know
vitt Its like you to growl when you're
doing • specially nice thing - She
held up her lips to him
'And is this my reward? Marlin-
etuit'" hut he did not kiss bar Ile
touted curiously at her, Long ago he
had been undeceived lle knew that
the shallow tenderness and admiretiou
summoned by her sweetness of flesh
and perfect grooming were not love.
He gently climengsked himself.
- 'No, thanks' I might acquire the
taste And It's too expensive" Ile
limped away from her and pretended
to examiner a book that lay on the
piano.
She assumed an air of gentle fig"
preach. "Oh, Mark, you don't mesa
that?"
She did not detect the warning not•
in his laugh
Oh, no! Of course not.'"
Ile returned to her. They kissed.
CHAPTER XIIC
ese
Trophies-
"Meteoric" was the word most often
used to describe Truitt's rise. It was
a career possible only in his chosen
industry end at that tent. when,- no
matter how fast. plants weee multi-
plied and new devices adoktesi, the
output could not keep pitceewath the
world's insistent depend for'71iteel. It
did nob differ notably fromethe carvers
of several other young Kunerintendents
of the Quinby .company, save in -the
one particular, that Henley's prefer.
Price had deepened intemanething ap-
proximating friendship On Mark's aide
the friendship was not open -to (Veil.
lion. his admiration and liking for
Henley were unbounded anti not de-
pendent on favors received.
The Truitte had moved Into their
new house: It was a rambling, red-
brick, ivy grown structure containiug
eighteen rooms &lie surrounded by
wide neglected grounds, and had been
built half a generation before as •
wedding present to Timothy Wood-
house III.
For several-months Mark secretly
congratulated himself on the purchase.
Unity had the new house to wander
over and admire. She had four ser-
yenta to direct. Within the allotted
time she had returned Mrs. Henley's
call, and after an anxious period, Mrs.
Henley called again; seeing which,
certain other ladies of St. Swithin's
who had attained the hall-way station
Where they were very careful upon
whom 'they left caids, called and in-
vited her to share the activities of the
guilds. All of which made for happi-
ness, content. Unity found little to
criticize, she was engrossed with the
game of being a tine lady, which she
felt sure was her vocation.
Thus peace abode in the Truitt
household and Mark, freed from the
irritation of constant bickering, was
enabled to give himself wholly to
work. lie did not realize that during
this truce he grew away front his
wife more rapidly than when domestic
inharmony kept her constantly In his
thoughts. During these months he
completed his improved process for
rolling steel cold, which made some
noise in the industrial world.
But theirs is nothing to which our
species so readily adapts itself as to
luxury. Content dissolved. Unity be-
gan to complain of the heavy labor of
orderiniso big a house. She resumed
her criticisms of Mark, finding fault
with his fashion of dress, his man-
ners, his habits and his neglect of
her. She was seized with a devour-
ing mania for amusement, tilling the
house almost every evening with
guests and demanding that Mark per-
form his duties as host. Other eve-
nings she dragged him to the theater,
which he detested. When he, ren-
dered peevish by late hours and bore-
dom. suggested that there were met;
Inees, she put on an injured air that
was more irritating to him than out-
right distemper.
"Other men are glad to go out with
their wives."
"Other men don't have to work so
hard as I do."
"You think of nothing but money."
"Devilish lucky for you," he was
indiscreet enough to retort; and she
did not emerge from her sulks for
several days.
But at last the gnawing canker was
disclosed. One evening so stormy that
no guests had Come, Unity went up
to his study where he was making the,
most of this respite. She talked ram-
blingly for a while.
"Weil, Unity, out with it!" he ex-
claimed impatiently, after several min-
utes "What do you want! As you
see, I've got a great deal to do."
• "I wonder what Is the matter with
Mrs Henley!"
"You ought to know. YOU see her
often enough, don't your
"Yes, I see her-at c.burch• And we
call. But she never invites us to the
things she gives. I wonder why!"
don her project
"I should think, If you're such good
Mende .with Mr Henley, you, muff'
manage It easily esough.L "
"Now you can stop right therm" he
answered emphatically. °rim Pretty
loll, but _there's one thing I drew the
Use at, And that's Ighisitatern_Se 8111
..4
lavited to other people's houses flats
"t!ndA on that he was firm, though
he was made to pay
his refusal
But iti due time and without man
aseuseut a Mauer invitation came, Oh
*hop* Mit 'alive, being a secret neither
Ilenlez nor his *ifs II•11 ever disclosed
Hence we may not speak surely as
to the accuracy of certain inferences
that Unity drew. ,
"You see!" she cried, showing the
note to Mark Iler manner said plainly,
"I alone did It, tu spite of the Indif-
ference of my husband "
"I see,' he responded dryly. "Are
you going?"
Plies treated this question to the con-
temptuous silence it deserved
And as Mark stood In the hall and
watched her descending thg stairs for
the start, he was bound to confess that
she. nreoide ra fair oh, a very tall"-
picture.
-Why," he wondered, • did the Al-
mighty make so pretty a shell and put
nothing in It?" This seems to prove
that he had been pretty effectitally die-
illunoned
However careless he might affect to
be, he was himself keenly elated over
the event. Often be had asked him-
why Henley, so friendly In all else,
had never let down the bars before his
home And as he mounted the steps
toward the opening door, he could not
repress the thrill of exultation.
Meshed need of the stimulus of this
exultation as he and Unity faced that
roomful of people who -well, wervr in
longer practice at this sort of thing
than was he He limped, with somw
thing less than Unity's aplomb, across
_
In many ways fur
• '.77:
"Why." He Wondered, "Did the Al-
mighty Make So Pretty a Shell and
Put Nothing in ,it?".
the room to meet his hostess, who
murmured. graciously something quite
unintelligible, and Henley, who seemed
rather bored. Then he was introduced
to his dinner partner, Mrs. Bello, who
mistook his set expression for stern-
ness, and was in the end led by her
without mishap to their places near
Henley's end of the table. .
He had no small talk and Mrs. Bel-
loc. after one or two barren essays,
allowed him a breething spell.
Unity was at the very apex of her
existence. She was the prettiest
woman present, with the loveliness of
physical full bloomlust before it be-
gins to fade. Her heart's desire had
been granted-nO longer must she be
content w.th carelessly tossed crumbs
and crusts Of' preferment; she sat,
both literally and figuratively, at the
table of the city's elect.
The salad was being served when
Mrs Saunders turned to Mark Mrs.
Saunders was one of the Insecure
ladles who, following Mrs. Henley's
example, had called upon Unity. She
had just been listening, too long for
patience, to her partner's praise of
Mrs. Truitt.
"I shoul4. think you'd be jealous.
Mr. hare is more than enthusiastic
over your wife tonight.'
"How very tactless!"
"Oh, no!" said Mrs Situnderii
sweetly. ' I quite agree with him. I
think she's adorable. She reminds me
""-so much of that portrait by-you know,
the one that hangs in the Louvre."
"But I don't know. I've never been
in the Louvre."
"Oh! I thought everybody had bees
there."
"You see, Mrs Saunders, I'm not
anybody."
"You would say that, of course. One
hears-"
"But it's-quite true. To prove it.
I've never been peat of this city, Is
fact, the first time A came to thim
house-not Bowery long ago-I peeked
through the window at the party, Hen-
ley caught me" He grinned wryly.
"The next day I got a job handling
pick and shovel "
"How very romantic!"
"You wouldn't call It romantic, if
you'd been in Houlahan's gang."
"And then, of course.- Mrs. Saun-
ders beamed, -you set out to win the
princess'?"
"The princess` Oh! my wife. Yes,
I supposes so."
"She has always lived in the city,
hasn't she?" ,
"You'd think so, wouldn't you?"
Mark glanced critically at Unity. "lint
she hasn't Eight years ago she was
living in _Bethel. And Bethel, Mrs.
Saunders. never find on the
map:'•-
"Oh" Mrs. Saunders said Inno-
cently-. - 'I had Inferred -but thee peie
feet milliner! She must have
tiered. It at her finishing school!"
Mark ihucklert "Fintishing school!
I wIbb you conk! sPi4 Miss Smith's
seminary for youag' ladles It 7,1au't
eseg_e_iXarter."
•
r
Mrs Maunders laughed admirlaglp.
"How %rry clerer• I must tell your
wife"
She leaned forward 'a little toward
Unity. 'Oh, Mrs Truitt--
Unity gate ear
"I must tell you the clever thing
your husband just said We were tail-
ing about your School -Miss Smith's
seminary, wasn't it! And I called It
a finishing school And Mr. Truitt
sald"-Mrs. Saunders' voice carried
well- "it Isn't even a starter. Awn)?
good, I think." A faint Utter ran
down the table. "Ah-where is Miss
Smith s seminary, Mr& Truitt"
it was Henley himself, strange to re-
late, who came to Unity's rescue,
"Never, Mrs. Saunders." Ito re-
marked. with an edge to his voice that
the men recognized, "never uncover
the past here, at least. Only the
other day Saunders was telling me
he often wakes up in a culd sewn, be-
cause he has heard in his dreams, lag e --
In, ye terrier- " 
e 
The luittu all laughed reminiscenUy.
Unity and Mrs Saunders exchange&
sweetest smile* The dinnertfresumee-
its even tenor.
"Now," Mark grimly reminded him-
self, "I've let myself in for it."
nut anger was surging He deemed
that, through Unity, he had been made
ridiculous.
The evening passed Mark handed a
amillug Unity into their carriage. Not
• word passed between them during
the drive homeward, nor until they
were in their house Mark led the way
to the library. The gas Jets were not
lighted-, but the glow from a genefteas
log fire tbrew their angry faces into
sharp relief, as they faced each other.
''Well, Unity, I suppose we're going
to have this thing out."
"How could you?" she began storm-
ily "And on this night of all nights!
Didn't you know sho was leading yere
on?"
"Yes-when it was too late"
"The sugary jealous snob! Sbe
"dints because sheis been abroad and
came from Philadelphia she's so aria-
tocratic. And you-you-helped her
to shame me before them ell."
"How could I know that my wife
had been fibbing about leer ante-
cedents"
"Would you have me admit them
to her and have her patronizing met
Haven't you any pride?"
"Haven't you any self-reap--"
But the bitter retort was halted, bib
ten off by the quick tightening of his
jaws When he resumed. he spoke
in a slow, distinct, quiet voice that
Unity had never heard.
"On second thought, we will not
have this out. We couldn't agree as
to where the offense lied; ItIo!" He
raised a hand, sharply, in protest,
as the began hotly to interrupt. "I
mean that-quite. I'll remind you that
I'm not a culprit boy but a husband-
who has at last cut his leading strings.
Also that we have had enough scenes
in our pretty career together, one
more would be boo many."
. "You take that tone-to me"
"Even to you"
She stared, too amazed for anger.
"Why, what do you mean?"
"You may take it as a declarative
of independence"
"Are you thinking.- she gasped, "et
-of divorce?"
"Not yet. That may come, though.
It depends-" He even smiled.
She tried a weapon that had been
effective, her pose of long-suff,ertng Ia.
lured Innocence. But Unity, like al
the pampered, was a coward. He waa,
intuition again told her, capable of
carrying out the cool menace in his
last words. The pose broke down mis-
erably Forgetting the anger in which
she had come to the interview, she
went toward him with a frightened
whimpering cry.
"Oh, Mark!"
He turned away with a careless lilt
of his shoulders and a curt, "Good
nighte"
Alone In his workroom he sat be.
fore the ere, staring despondently into
the !lancing flames.
"I have been a fool.' he said.
have given up enough. Now I will let
As well as he contd, he tried to keep
that promise to himself,
Ti) DE C`ONTINUED
Test for Mental Deficiency.
A Belgian physician. Doctor De-
moor, has been making observations
on the capacity of different people
for judging which of two weights is
the heavier, and has satisfied himself
that, while ordinary people. especially
children, fall to appreciate a small inf-
erence. the reverse is the case with
the Imbecile, idiotic and half witted.
He prepared two bottles, differing in
size partly filled with a heavy min-
eral but covered all over with black
paper and exactly equal in weight_
These he handed to 3S0 children os
from six to fifteen years of age. Of
these re judged one bottle to he the
heavier The other ten said the two
were the Same weight, These ten chit
dren were all abnormal or degertei
ates
How the Boy Scouts Help.
A story illustrating the helpfulness
of Boy Scout. to those (seethe road is
related by a correspondent.
-I had a puncture near Farnborough,
Kent, a few days ago." he said, "and I
was busily mending It when a troop of
scouts came along and, to my sure
prise, the scoutmaster ordered them
to halt,
"'('an we help you, air" he said.
We have motoring experts in the
"Two very small scouts -who had;
profieratiry badges for 'motet. repair.
log' and 'punctare manatee-stepped
'forward and saluted. I am sorry I IN
sot seed heilm"-Londoa 111r,rot.
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Nothing has ever
equaled or compared
with the medicinal fats
in Soon's Emulsion to
arrest the decline, invigorate
the blood. strengthen the
' nervous system, aid the appe-
tite and restore the courage
of better health.
Sestistes twootelool is
par* Saggank •• Meld-
lag food, without
alcohol or opiate.
TRY Fr
state of man. but peace only
rules the world when reason
-rules the minds of men. Peace
does not dwell in outward things
but reigns within the soul.
The minds of the war lords of
Europe are not today ruled with
reason. This is why peace
seems no longer possible.
When the passions of greed
and hate are burned out, when
only the ashes of ambition re-
main, then may reason return
and with the coming of reason
will be the advent of peace. .
From churches throughout our
blessed land, from ocean to
ocean, from lakes. to gulf, the
urited prayer of our people was
uttered in behalf of a stricken
people. • I
May the -Father answer this
prayer and ware the men_ and
women and children of Europe,
further suffering.
T.so Special farm Eargains.
The late II. C. Hodge farm, 1'
mile west of Pine Bluff: 100 ar-
rea, 75 acres fipe creek bottom •
.1. I. ed •
for. There is no essential rea e eev a Masonie sign. Tho 1'4 tutItY- 
limits
 (in1)'`on why a men should be force-le man Olivia- connmanding the Jir- 
sait.e r Wil efl-or trade for '
to wear the stripes. The ing siluad haapenedetu belastamere fact-that he is serving the the craf t: Ile rseagnis et 'a 'CI rral".'WC% -1)171*state is sufficient 'punishment, brother Mason and ordered. the - Tobacco Barns
vrr
Both Clit:S 26without having this additional leeuvain Free -Mason to leave. ' nceseasseaceeedesseas•c-eacenhumiliation forced upon him-. the ranks. This meant ;sparing Gaileneenlaers and , Of'ford. eft shciws'hoee we are 'esranuen his life. The Louvain eilizen.j1uhe, youna, farmers of thelv advancing to more sensit,na however, refused, sayire:
fellowand humane methods of hand- ' My-  citizens are noland: a well improved place withea i lost a tobacco bent:the past Os H. ClQptoil'good house, barnie: stables, or- ling social offender,: hshind ore guilty than I ton. If YOU week together with their crops.chard. in fact be, one of the t on Nirs are going to kill theme 1 shall of tobaeee. The fir•ss resultingn
Suuday the per places on the east side. Will sell Sta sof the-Unit- .
eel States joined in a prayer for' at a bargain now to settle with 
• his heirs.
A sympathetic appeal was Next place is a 300 fat M, 3'
miles south of Cressland 100'made to the great Father- of .us . - . rem ii remedies d
hy iii, inilairel c.eirlition of the mu- St. Paul, Minn , Oct. C. -Ea - 
W.cm:lanes! 1:us;:tc!:aio iniination ire n prisoners of P'..71'ii4lit'di:11-oz-:-I5Y L7a-.1:11Whi•ti tbs. titio• is iliflotitsi1 you :,:is.•
a rumbling isieind,cr imperfect T.- nr-
it.g. and when it. is entirely elesed. ,
sli to restore harmony, to end acres in bottom, nI,000 worth ofe 
suffering, the- misery, the timlx.r; three. settlementseeplen-
.13ton distruntion of human
;-she
ty ef barns, stables, ell water-
property, 
,
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,ed: will sell the entire tract for 
,750. Better see these places.a 
la:end
n:1We re at peace, we. are living an
• the midst of plenty, we can Murray Land Co., J. I). liamil-
ramie look on from afar and see ton, Manager,
ansie bloody tragedy being enact-
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Iii, walls as st)eund class wetter.
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AU right, Henry, if you want
zas give your stenographer some-
chalet sharp for her birthday,
Jed fear a knife would sever
nro.ndship, why not give her a
revenue cutterta-Louisville Her-
add.
That's the trouble", a great
=Lay stenographers, when out
with their "boss," 'are revenue
smitters. Cadiz Record.
And then again we've known
t• eiri to turn skippers.
leatycliy Farmers Move Frequently
Washington, DC. Oct. 5.--In
store:piling data for the last fed-,
census", the enumerators -
asked every farmer in Kentucky
-this question: "Hew long Nivel
sow lived on the farm you new I
arecupyr' This question wail
-.answered by 234,050 of the 259,-
IS5 farm operators in this state.,
mare than 70,000 stated that
they had occupied their farms
one year or less: 53,176
f- igrtiv1 2 to 4 years; 37,487 from 5
tol years and 72,585 10 years
axed over. The most restless I
ohms of people in this state is 
rises tenant who operates his,
garrn on..the share basis.
A TEXAS WONDER.
The Texas Wonder cures kid-
ney and bladder troubles, dis-
emines gravel,. cures - diabetis,
tweak and, lame backs. rheuma-
tism, and an irregularities of the
-knineys andetiladder in both men
Lad women. , Regulates bladder,
arnohles in children. If-mat
nait year druggist. will- be sent by
naailon reseipt of $1.0). One
bottlene tato rnentheareat-
41‘-'eg-,, and seldom. fails to perfect
as cure. Send for Kentucky
esestimoriials. Dr. E. W. Hall,:
ata26 Olive Street, St. Louis, alio. ,
• ty druggists.
Peace.
peare in Europe
, the kick step and the 4ipliilerkt sta Afa.zisirrial I listrict No.
Calloway count-y,... Kentucky. anti In-• system" was advoc d J
i deafness inet resiilt. and unless the '
inn/sin:Ohm t'3414 lit- taken out and
this tube rest* r* 1*. he tleortlial
a pet trio!! signed . by t 112;mi...11
more than 2** othur'Aucley State Penitentiary, in an ;. ell-reties ot said District. and
address of "Prison Discipline" a Batman anti J. A. My. N.dition-liraririz will lie-ifestroyet1 for- ! Monda abefore the American 'i . 1, tilti ii•gia vote-N Of MAO.' :P.-..41 Weald Sell Daughter.
'In prayer the enice'asif this la- I caused in- Catarrh. which is nothing I -PriSrr-‘1113, . S - t• n' 
which 
 
ever; !WI*. CitS.• nut Of telt tairi: i • nil I u.trict NO. 0. CalloWay cou:tty. 4
Kentucky, anti filed ii,petition sign- Office in Farmers -&:.wenat and prosperous nation was Akron -Ohio Oct. 5.-Six•citv. hut 1" ittlialli...1 eim.illi.nk--4 lholding its annual convention , at by themselves and mote than' :: • 4 Merchants Bank Bldghere.
• 
..itee r,!•Sitkitt. and It-gust V1*t!' rs : -f ' sluggig- Ay, . KENTUCKYThe "honor system." music sa:a Ihstrier. :tsking the court • .
and Ilowers, and a prison libra- in"" the necessary order for : •'--- 40C-7->OK:).CD.CD•CD•OCD•••
ty were urged as invaluable aids submission of the question -Ar.- y
in fasair of .niattug it 'unlawful for ,...,in maintaining discipline. ' .. (D c)..c>ocDoc:,•
cattle or any speaws- thereof to ruli
cials, fails to previde ail those • min inseueleseit ;slide ill x.MaZ*St,ti141 I T B
"If the state, through her °tin la large upon the publiu• highway-
agencies which are reasonably , Pisteets Nim. f anti .'") in Ciall..wa -
calculated to inspire, ence-Turage cotrtity, Kentucky,- and t he .aid pi.- Physician and Osteopath-eo,,.a.-rs),,evier,;eLpop.o.-d %with ow f-and ennoble." Mr. Wells declana suttee of th.. Calloway County coiirted, "it must happen that the .ei.esain of fru Dollars, whit•It sum
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PHYSICIAN
eArd the world over,
nasece is the happy, natural 
lots was the price placed on his
daughter by John Basco, who
admitted to juvenile coma au-
"GETS-IT " 2 9 Drops, thorities he had arranged to sell fhis daughter, Mary, aged 16. to
Corn Vanishes! a man of 60. The man Was to
marry her. •
!Micas *411181,Cos.
• W.• w 111 41v*. One Hundred Dot-
, tare for (.3%ø ifraftiess caused
; by- catarrh that cannot be cured liy
' vetarrli cure. Send for ea.-
ruiar,
Y. J. CHENEY co • Toledo, 0.
Sold by all druggist. 75c. •
Take Il'e Faint' • Pills for con-Mai Only Sere Ender of All Corns. 'lam an oal man and- can .0.1;;R;- :"-'
ar* you. over trying t seaprt myself," he told Judgeee et corns? quit ustug•
lorry, under new ni.mes. handair. Lyti. "There is a man of ms- .20-ir*g-Iataed and cctton eIngs thut
1. die Csio of dn. Harry Cornball
Footersits of "GETS-11"
"sec. Quit punIshim.- your feet by
'To pee 1.a.ves, 5-tes, ; and
usettlg tbe, sting sail% cs• ari ointments.
ansancs. 3:IcIng and hn,k mr? at a corn,
may 'make It grow rapte1. lfot big;zer.
at..0 brings danger of
mot blued pokson. The newt ty. tt..•
native pr4nclettle never knOwn t,..foreIts
•wsen-ravtory. Is "CET.14-IT." its a
91wasIZ--•••• Irops on a corn does the
MI•1•••-•.. 1, 3 arks, the corn begins to
tellsziaxi sal out It come*" Xpu soot,wit ...111 1 WO .F!`" !nds. Nothing to stick.
•or t.. /..irt. and IA never fails.
tountisA on corps. cal-
Isaniss, warts or bunions.
'ICATS-17- is void br druggists
*.spericishere, 25e a bottle, or sent di-
vas* Sr Lawrenco a Co., Chita/TO. A
.7cests.,11.1-1--is--tailti r&--Z4-1L.-,M,LiIt-
' Wear. beteg,. Tjtey are net'fZinna to edueationally and financially.
fat rime package out of your own age ahe mashes to marrs 
. first offender. the occasional orThe Community Improvement _ the eourt ibith adjudge is ,dinleielitmy daughter. He has promised • lull,. accidental criminali me six city lots for her. On . League Clubo Shadyi
its first regular program .atesthe;that I -could live comfortably,
school house Saturday _evening,the rest of my life." t
Oct. 3. Owing to the busy time.The girl will not be retarned
with the farmers in this corns,
munity at present the attendar
was rather small, but those vet,
- acre present showed spienoid
This is an age of mental emann interest_and. the program Wai
• Mattel, nId iistrns antlesisper-; Well rendered.ass
Ate*, as: 'ul are fast giving way to a -- -The League was organized on
More. gracious nis.pensation. I September 19th with the felld'w-
This is especially noticeable in in otfic rs: .1. N. presi-
! the treatment of criminals. So- 1 dent; In loedwin, vice-presi-
cianoffenders years ago were dent: Miss Locks- Bretton.' sec-
!, treated lees like humans than retary: Mrs. Liry Goodwin. as-
animals. In England the dark sistant secretarsa and J. I....Cul-
cell and the dungeeneof silence ver. sergeant-at-arms. Mr. Cul-
was still part of the prison sys- ver waseelectedeto that office be-
tem. It was not until John cause of his "Rant," though oth-
Galeaworthy wrote 'his power- er officers because of their quali-
ful play.- "Justice,- that Par- fications: principally because pf
liament revolutionized the En- their good 
looks.'glish
.
:prison system. Today The aim of the club is to im-. •
131110O0113 ate treatesi jig_ human -preve -the vocritunity socially,
Shads Hill.
• •
to her father.
Prison Stripes.
carry an additional humiliatkarinstter methods of farming is 
KEEPS the chief point of interest in the 
 
YOURHOME 4.w.th their prison sentence.The demands of society are club work. A number of agri-
4 SH atietLEAN7•such thet violations of the laws ' cultural bulletins were distribut- FREof the land must be punished. ed among the members of the
Some men and women, became club Saturday evening and we ees
of their acts of violence, become hope to secure a farmer's library  
a menace to those about them. before long. The possibilities
It is necessary, under such cite of this kind of work are unlim-
cumitances, tu isolate them ited and we feel that' we m y
from their fellow beings. The accomplish material good throui h
prism receives and holds them the efforts of our club work.
until the penalty enacted by law ,•Outside talent is especially so-
is paid. !Hinted to attend net meetings:
New York newspapers have Come, be with us and let's all
b an making considerable cum- march on together in our pin
ment over the fact that wearing grime& toward progress -arid
0: stripes on Blackwell's Island prosperity. J. H. Fitch.
has been abandoned. What Would You DonCommissioner of Correction
atherine B. Davis thinks that There are many times when
men paying the penalty for one man questions anothei's tic-
crime should net be constantly tions and motives. Alen act dif-
reminded by their clothing that, feren I • under differ t circuit-t .) en
they are beyond the pale, that stances. The question is, what
the more self-respect that is put would you do tight/ now If you
into the jail the more deceig cit., had a severe cble Could you
izensii.ip will come out, do better than to take ,Ch mber  -
Katherine Davis is a woman lain's Cough Remedy? It is  
• 
Combination Pneumaticv weeper
'THIS Swiftly-Sweeping. Egsy-Running UNTLEY Sweeper.
cleans without raising dust, and at e same time picks up.
pins, lint, rat clings, etc., in ONE 0 ERA 1•10N. Its ease
makes swecjung a simple talk quickl finished. It reaches
even the most ddlicult places,, and iminmes the necessity
of moving and lifting all heat* fur iture.
The Great Labor Saver of tha otne-Fvery home, large or'
small, ran enioy relief Irons Brusiyi dru.lgery prior. too. born
the danger of Piing Just. ,/
Duntley the Pioneer of p4eurnaric Sweepers-
lias the ronshinat.on oi the rseumato• Notzle and
resolsing Brush. ers easily operated aed absolutely guar-
anteed. In buying a Cleaner, why not give
the "Dunfirgy'• a trial VOW. 1101,1C At OW ripen's'
Write ruder tor hat rourticaears
AGENTS WAN it D
DUNTLEY PNEUMATIC SWEEPER CO.
bsol SO. STATE ST. CHICAt.10. ILL
of great common sense In the highly recommended by people count of his environment be
department of correction she has who have used it for years and , made worse instead of better."
•been of invaluable usefulpess to know its statue. Mrs. 0. E. Sar- Prisoners should have the right
on , gent, Peru, Ind. says, "Chem-New York City. She is'one to see the warden daily, mr.
the most efficient women con- beninin's Cough Remedy is worth Wells said, believing that "noth-
fleeted with this kind of work to. its weight in gold and I take'ane is so conducive to good gov-
be found in the United States , pleasure in recommending it." ernment in prison as is the nev-
She has revolutionized the New , For sale by all dealers.. 'i er-failing daily right to be
York penal system just as the heard at the close of workingMasonic Sign Saves Lires. • I
English Parliment revolutioniz-j ... , . I hours."
I The posCer of-free'Maii onrY - is !
ed the prison system of England'. "Punishment in the great ma-
. In old days prisoners used to,' illustrated by a story told by a jority of cases would, be the
be branded and marked for life. 'citizen of Louvain, who with the withholding • of some priv i lege
Later on the prison garb of from the prisoner which he;Masonic sign. says he saved !if-
stripes was sAstituted. In our would otherwise enjoy," Mr.ty if his fellow -citizens from
federal-- prisons stripes are no being shot to death 'a Getman Walls naid. "aPheugh - for . . • ma-longer worn except as a punish- . , a . jor offerses the peeishmentitroops. . !' lment for insubordination or a This group of citizsns, accerd- should he decisive, hut ahant!adeliberate in fraction of prison jug--to the recital of th B .1 ',.i .n tenni e isterisl in a ;maker spirit."rules. nfa-sen, had been lintel up . toe • •If s,elf-respect is entirely kin execution. Tee German tiring - 
FOR SALE.-- 1 heuse nrel let,' 
ed within the wane of prison, squan had their rides at "lats. 31,sn t"r̀ ' hilki5t' 
in.
good 14#''
'
Tied Hen Hand and Foot.
Last Monday night there was
a shoiv here and the manager
offered $10 to anyone who could
tie him so he could not getnsiese,
Fe-H. Oakes, the concrete rutin:-
tieithe strew_ man araend,_ after
trying a while, flyieskienCgane
up and said: "co.:the ill,spe7 and
cut it quick." _ihe shoirrsid
not make much money here, alo
promised -to Pay the $10 the
next night' but the first train
out of town the next day took
the show people.-Smiths Grove
Times.
•
11. F. BFIZRY
DE, SI
the offender has resitting to hot ent arms" when the •narrator •
Deafness Cannot be -Cured be Lunen with them. - The tier- from the curing of the weed. (rl'v1.„.ai mar! ofliser there-upon °Menai Thei„as is quite heavy upon •
too tench tiled-Ise:1,...,1 portion • the reiease of the entire party. each of the- parties.
.:tr. only nne way t •
Honor System is,Pro;.er frietnod.oesnanennine iteit is !,*: •
••
• ;110
1
sae- ses'a--.1.--n.. • se- s.:241 =3=. •
es.
ate by .
• small lament.. urray.
G. Wells, warden of the Ken'
on ac- s to defray if, penises of **aid _elec.-
northwest _part of. th n county.
BOTH 'PHONES
Order of Electiun. KIRKSEY, - KENTUCKY•
se-1rvA(
e\44
Mrs --tv'w-
"Siltvr Plate
that -
Wars"
Tfe---us h., seek reeve-
* iii sikerwaie
choose forks,
ar.T Tihrt ser•-
, • i ••••,st.ltrivedIxIth
trademark
1447
ROGERS BROS
• In 4,1.1.1*ity and beauty
of deign, this
known ssivrt is unsuN
pasicil. Its remark-
able durability has
• won it the popular
tresaill 1;t.feailnemr,Plate
Sold by hotting
Se-nd
tor c•talogue
sbewIng
LII destbrim
flflNat
SUPER CII
&Alm larnamortsal.`
ii.1101, COW
1.*
0
• . House
QEFICE: • IVL-2Danic.1 House.
Cumb. 'Phone No. 102.-tioit in said Di•triets on' said *Wert- Q
.is thew theref.ii.e ordered that 110•C>0"-VC:::+4>40.C>..CD40,C;41s
the election officers of t. -•vrrai 
'voting pricrinetaiii Magisterial Dis-
tricts Nos. 4 and 0. l'ilikoway county, IIIK:).C>410, :sia
Kentucky, at-the next regular elec-
t oni ii, 111- I!! third
Noyetiihek. 1:111. open f!xir
set etal place•s a; encl. tine. !
au41-4ajie-as. 1.1V-4.rib.-41 by w f, -r 4
*aid election for tlo. purpose 14- taes-
vt.sne- r I Practice.. State antas of the 1,-gal r*..t. t•-t -
• FIACral.!is.terial Districts Nos.. I al;,I
Cook 0-Erwin
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
geunty. Kr‘nt ;at•!, -: It Office Upsliirs Citizens, ..r(ii•retri,:it• . Bank Building.
order' for ail tb.i•t . it • • •
tint), 1111attilliPti 111 at
stirs of it • titiwiiisuiser 1st1b11'-li•••1
I 'ts I 1 iieriss• Lae
! 2to 414 s helot, sa . ;
publicatton to bo made iii the ilew..•
I paper hav„itiir Ilis' largest bona rid..
I eirefilietion'iti said and gaid
reauireit initilication shall state that
it Iti'desired to prohibit the t actuing
at largo .of cattle mod all specie-,
thereof in .1‘ingtsterial I Pistriets
and 0, Calloway county. lientucilty.
A i;Oti$.1t7iiireat
• ir elurk •
- • •
•
i Walter G. Johnson, M. D. :6
.•••••••
b
4.Ii
_ r
• Medical and Surgical 
•
• 
treatment Diseases of 
•
•
ri •
: Eye, Ear. Nose and Throat 4:• •• •• Office- ••
•
• •- 
,Upstairs Allen Badding • -• , .
• OOOOO istimm•ie•eire••••• I
. 
. • ,
111‘,-grti6"ttr- 
""tratirredus"awerssiessii...........-..."-,.....-.... •
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  M. Holton and family are
• • now occupying their handsoineLOCAL and PERSONAL new home in the McElrath ad-
hearse of .1. H. Chu
Broach &
bergains in Flo
See Sexton Bk
an extra good graiIdrill. 1082 , for skin itehing.
Wanted.— ysale ru ta_zep„Ifiets for a mil
d laxitire.
resent laundry—A ress all d
rug stores.
Putnam, Hick= . 1082p
Nice tables a spec al atten-
tion given to les at the Ozark
Cafe.- .Johns6rl& Hicks. Lmade a trip to Paducah the 
past we ever saw produced from Cal- good condition and purify ihe
loway soil. stomach and bowels. i4ERBINEweek in an auto.
I want a loads of old.
rail, or poltewood. — P. G. , have 3 o
u e emitted thoss John Brandonand family pass-
is the right remedy, its answers
Thornton. - - 1 t steel vaults that i. 
Churchill, ed through Murray this week the purpose completely. Price
50c. Sold by Dale & Siubbte-
carries in stock? e has a_vault'enroute to McCaulley, Texas, field.
Bilious' Feel heavy 4fter din- Roy Holland, of Lexington,
nor? Bitter taste ,tompleion Tenn., was in:the city and coun•
sallow? Liver pa needs ty Saturday and Sunday. He
waking up. D s INglets for attended thel regular monthly
1 Carl Harrison and wife,-.,Ed bilious attacke. ... 25 cents at all meeting of the Temple Hill
Henry Theolad visited his Owensboro, arrived here the • stores. 'Lodge. F. & A. M., and presid•
daughter in Mayfield Sunday. I'past week awl- will spend some: Poultry and Eg 
is writes, — ed in the east. Quite a splen-
Priced un. did meeting was had with can.Have you seen that /flew grey time here the guests of.his fath- Will pay the folio
til the 20th of this ionth: 10c didates in the third. Mr. Hub
for springs and h with em. land is a 32nd degree Mason and
ty craws; 18c forAgg and high- one of the brightest in the state
eat prices for hider. - . le pit. of Tenneesee.
1 All you who have torpid liver,
weak digestion or constipated
bowels look out or chills. The
fe
an is guaran \\for fifty , where they will locate at least
ed to Louisville where he will
again enter a school of pharma-lyer'5 
to keep out Water. 9243 for the winter. They have been
spending the past few mtmthsMisses Una Biosch and Efhel
with relatives in Marshall coun-
heurs. besti 
Farmer mute sou to look
beet owe. in ! through their line of milinery ; tY•
before buying. Over the newt Four new automobiles were
.--John on &
10c Store Everything new, received by Murray and Cello-
Fertilizers. Before • making waY cistizens during the past
Herman Guerin and son, of week. J. D. Sexton, a Stude-
er it will be to your iiaterest
your purchase of witeat fertiliz-p
Cairo, are in the county .to , baker four; Hardin Morris and
this week visiting relatives and see W. M. West. H 1 in a po- Edgar Purdom 1915 Buicks, and4)
friends.. tion to furnish yi he best
Having pqrchaed the Ozark grades fresh from the factories.
Cafe under New lurray Hotel,
we will appreci e your patron-
Mrs. Martha J. Smith and Mr.
age.— Ben Joh soh &Will Hicks.
John Waddy Wear has return. p
gy.
Hot •ueches
thing3 to eat an
town is Ozark
Hicks.
'fives and friends.
Ladies will fi * rest room
pre i ared for th and you- are
we'coms at th ne 5, 10 at d
25.! Variety Awe.
lilt's? 'er, 1'. M. Harrison and wife.
h ve some The name -- Doak's i pires con-
and Feed stuff. fidence-eloan's K y Pills for
Jr you want kidney ills. Doan Ointment
arse Reg. . man and Ellis.
Sold at , The writer and family feasted
on turnips and pork last week,
season is here an the air is fullPies Morgan, Guy and Joe and we are. under obligations to
Montgomery and John Meadow, , Mr. Newt Melugin for the tue. of the disease genies. 
The best
all of the New Concord section, flips which were the very finest thing to do is to getvour liver
 in
held at 
A meetingtcohif the local School
oolabuieldiwngill 
be
next
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
The mothers of the city are very
urgently requested to attend
this meeting, and a general in-
vitation is extended to them all.
This league should have the
hearty support of every woman
who desires to see the condi-
tionq surrounding their children
improved to the fullest extent
home where hawill spend some 
possible. Attend this meeting.
Perry L. Smith, of Calloway
time-grospecting with a view of - It your child starts in its
 sleep,
ConntsT, Ky., were. quietly mar-
Erve Johnston and family, of locating. He has sold his libra- 
grinds its teeth while sleeping,
ried Thursday .at Metropolis at
Mayfield, were in the city Sun- ry and fixtures to J. Clay Erwin', 
picks at the nose, has a bad
the residence of Mr. Wright, the'
day and Monday visiting -rela- land expects to leave Murray 
at breath, fickle appetite, pale corn-
justice of the pease — Paducah
I an early date. plexion, and dark rings under
Clarence Penny, a ford.
E. N. Holland left the latter
part of the past week for Okla-
I When the 
the eyes: it has' worms; and as
.er pre-l and the thro
s to fill indigestion,
kete, bur- BINE to get
account of ;
i 
able feeling.Rev. R. IV. wife and the big stock of oda he car- digesteddaughter, of Paducah, visited
relatives in this city Saturday 
rice, aril the price is right too. 1 • .the stoillaC
and Sunday. Prof. Faegliendtr 
and John A. ()weds. rice
Sun.
J. H. Cliwchill is be
pared than he ev
orders for ceflins,
ial robes and twits
Jons3. of Mayfield. both former Dale & Stubblefie
lb o SI has renirned froni residents of this lilac s attended Luther Jackson has returnedDawson Springs, where_ he re- the ._dediesttionsof the "hen . to Murray from Elm Tree whereundei church last Sunday and wsre in he was engaged in the mercan-treatment for rheumatism. the MS:, in the afternoon the tile bnsiness in connection with
guestsof friends. Wert Alderson, having sold his
I have a niegreyshearse and interest to his partner, and is
a black hearseNfor my. white now associated with W. T. Sledd
trade exclusively\and also have &. Co. as salesman.
a new cooling board for white
patrons exclusively. — J. H.
Churchill.
Messrs. -Johnny. and Murray
Miss Annie Brown Sale is the
guest of her grardfather in Pa-
ducah ahd , will be alnent for
several days.
Dr. B. B. Keys and wifs spent
several tisys the. past Week at-
tending the Christian *county
fair and the guests of friends.
Rev. I. 1'. Green, pastor of the
Christian church; Mrs. Mamie
Rendtiph and Misses Ruth Cutele
in and Rub:e Hart -left Monday
to attend the COnventiol of Chris-
tian churches at At!ante, Ga.
cnest ee s on tire long Rs they remXin is the inters-
t burrs, you have,tins, that child %III be sickly.
id you need HER.'WHITE'S CREA)ts VERMI-
of the disagree-, uGe,rs clears oar. tho, woritliC
t drives out had- strengthens th CtomaCti and
od, strerie2a gth bowels and pu the little one
id purifies t
1e. Sold 1;;;;; on the road to he.alth and cheer-fulness, Price 25c per bottle.
d. Sold by Dale & Stubbltfield.
_ Tickling in the throat, hoarse-
ness, loss of oice, indicate the
need- of B !AHD'S 1101ZE-
tiOUND SY UP. It ea ts the
Harris, of Calloway county, lungs, quiets e cough and re-
came over last Thursday to at. stores nealt in the bronchial
tend the funeral pf William Cole. tubes. Pre tc. 54k and $1.00
wan six miles south of town. Per bottle: Sold\by Dale & Stub-
They returned home on Friday. blefield.
Cadiz Record. • The court of appeals affirmed
the judgment of the Taylor cir-
1
 ̀411111111=11O
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BANKS 11/S
mower
Pocirz-7 goors
LEAK
‘.1
OUR 54NX /S A Sme f.-.7 PLACE TOR IT
Money' carried io the "pockSt sips away easily.
Put yours In our BANK:. woift be so hard to refuse a
loan to "friends.' who witYnevet pay you back. Nor
will you foolishly SPE your Money when it is safe
:n our bank
We refer' those hastnbt banked with us to
those who H,A,Y,E,....7,04tLy.Stitlts and locks are strong
The good names of men i of high CHARACTER anc.
known financial 0 ESPONSIBIITY are also behind
our bank.
Make OUR bank YOUR bank.
Ws pay interest on time deposits.
CITIZENS BAN k
••-••••rerr
04-
-.-••••••••1•••••••••• no' ..•""•••o..•r+s""..."•••1 '..•••••• •-.".•rrat•VeilatraP-St; merit-
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mandamus be require the county
c:erk to put the amount and levy
a• school tax on the stew tax
, bills instead of county tax bills.
iThe court said the school tax is
'a state and not a local tax.
Lonnie Mathews and family
will leave the last of the week
for Oklahoma to make their
home. Mr. Mathews has been
with the firm of E. S. Diuguid
8, Son for several years aril has
many friends throughout the
county. He will engage in the
tinners business in Oklahoma.
Mrs. Smith is the widow of
Mr. Smith's father and they
' were united in marriage in this
county some few weeks ago,
but upon learning that the mar-
riage of a widow • to her hus.-
band's son was in violation of
the Kentucky statutes the cou-
ple werencompelled to go to Ill-
inois for a second marriage.
Mrs. Geo. Lamb died the past;
0. at her home west of Hazel
after a lingering illness of can-
cer. The burial took place in
'tthe South Pleasant Grove Ceme•
tery. She was about :-)5 years of
age and a highly esteemed chris-
tian woman r She is survived
by a husbaral and children. I
.W.'T. Steele, who has been!
conducting a hardware and fur-
4niture business at Hazel the put
few years, and who recently sold
his business, left this week for
Rotostellsisl- M., where he will
• again reside and engage in busi-
ness. Jim is a splendid citizen
and the Ledger regrets to seei
him leaving the county.
RUDY'S SERVICE
To out-of-town shoppers our
store offers exceptional opportu-
nities.
Fares refunded to out of
town customers through Rebate
Association.
Rest room On 1st floor.
Private telepone Free.
Check Room on 1st floor where you can
check and bring your purchases from all over
the city and have them delivered there.
Information Btireau where ''you can in-
quire free, regarding anything in our store or
-out,-Public Happenings, Theatres, etc.
Lavatory and Dressing Rooms, 2nd
floor, where you can come and freshen up any
time during the day, running water, fresh tow-
els, and all toilet accessories will be found free.
' If you can't come 'phone us, private tele-
phone exchange girl will take your orders and
see that they are speedily and satissactorily
filled.
Mail us your order, send for samples,
young lady in charge of ow mail orders will
shop for you, in many instances, everr-better
than you yourself could have done, satisfaction-
guaranteed, try her.
been served
E. 0. Witherspoon. first assis-
tant health officer, charged that
Oppenheimer and Koch slaugh-
tered horses and that the meat
later was sold for hamburger.
Dr. U. G. Cesaimore and fami-
ly, who have resided for the
past several years a few miles
west of the city, left the first of
this wea far McCracken coun-
ty,  near Melber where he has
made a large purchase of real
estate. It is with a feeling of
genuine regret that the Ledger
sees these splendidpeople leave
Calloway county, and joins with
their many friends in the hope
that they will find both a pleas- not oun .Th
ant ant1 profitable home in their 
Koch could be
new location 
cases will be tried in Magistrate
Dacher'S court, but the date has•
Tom Adams, of the Martins not been fixed.
Chapel section of the county, 
 *
Health officers estimate that
died very suddenly last Monday , 14,000 pounds of horse meat has
cuit court granting a writ of o'clock ofmorning at about
paralysis. He was taken ill at
, about 4 o'clok and survived only
a few hours. Mr. Adams was a
, widely known citizen about 65
years of age and his sudden tak-
ing away came as a severe shock
to his family and community.
He had been in good health for
some time and attended church
Sunday at Solidi PleasantGrove.
He is survived by a wife, one
daughter and six sons. The fu-
neral and burial took place Wed-
nesday. About three weeks ago
Billie Adams, brother of Tom,
died after a short illness. The
relatives and family have the
tiympathy of many friends in
'the loss of these well known and
splendid citizens.
Horse Flesh Used in Hamburger Meat.
.• •
Louisville, Iris Oct. 7.--Dis-
covery of the wide sale of ham-
burger made from horse_m_gatin
Louisville was followed yester-
day by warrants being sworn TO
ly health officersor Albert.
Koch, owner of aslaughterhouse
at 1403 Quency street. and Jo-
seph OPpenheimer, a wholesale
meat dealer with a plant back
of the Kentucky Institute for
the blind on Frankfort avenue.
Oppenheimer last night em-
phatically denied he had slaugh-
tered any horses, or any animals
at all for that matter. He as-
serted he purchased all the meat
he handled from the pig packers
of Chicago and other points in
the West. He said he .under-
stood a warrant hs:d been issued
for him, -but thit- it had - not
•
been sold or offered for sale in
Louisville within the past two,
or three months. The animals
too old to work, were purchased
for from $5 to $20 each. Besides
selling the meat to butchers, the
men slaughtering the horses,
sold the hides for about $4.50
and then disposed of the bones
and other parts to fertilizer
plants. Health officials point
out that the business must have
been a paying one and detailed
the difficulty they had in mak-
ing progress in hunt for the
persons responsible for the im-
position.
The "horse hamburger" was*
Sold to butchers at 10 cents a
pound wholesale, several cents
under the wholesale price of
beef Hamburger. Although more
than twelve butchers were in-,
terviewed by the health officers,
all denied they had knowingly
sold horse meat and contended
that they believed the meat was
beef. When it was learned they
had horse hamburger thy—took
it off the counters an'd threw it
away, they said.
•
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.
1"wier shahs:ad w!..•riami oti wee-peed al the
roe of 5 cense per hoe mob insert... Lehi swords in Alm
Lne. Cash nom accompany all orders. No adnemine•
menu accepted for Ian than 10 crab. Count your womb
sod seriJ cash with <oder. No 5-out,,., from them imp
will Le made to say oac.
LOST.—Gold link cuff buttbn
-0. J. J." voilogram. Return So.
this ortice ankbe rewarded for your
trouble.
For Rent—Stall tarm. 4 to ti acres
-of tine tobacco land. 15 acres good
corn lam!. thr e barns. fair house.
Want to -relit"- ) person who has
stock and feed r same. Will make
the rent sausfa,Avrily. Call on or
write W. C. liendion. Murray. Ky.,
RL. 1. I012p._... ,
The Melt Twins.
Estill county is . prepared to
enter the sweepstakes for the
oldest living twin*: They are
"Uncle Robert Woolery and Mrs.
Joel Dunaway, 84 years of age,
both residents of Whiteoak
Creek. Mrs. DunaWay is the
oldest by twenty-four hours;
Her husband is living and is 92
years old. They have reared a
large family of children. "Un-
cle Bob," as Mr. Woolery is lass
nOliarly known to his friends,
had the misfortune to lose his
wife several years ago. HesttiS
reared a large number of child:
16 Feuds Sager
we will sell 16 peunds sugar for
- SI flasks.
'
With each $5.00 cash purchase
I
We desire to extend our heart
felt thanks to our ,rn.s.ny friends
and neighbors who extended to
us [heir generous aid and sym-
pathy during the last illness of
our beloved baby. May heav-
en's richest blessings be show-
ered upon each of them is ow.
prayer.— W. T. Holcomb and
wife.
Try an ad in the Ledger. ---
1
$1.00.—Broach & Joies.
FALL'COLT$.—Free service
this month from either of my
registered stallions or jacks to
anyone who has ever bred to my
Stock during my 14 years in bu-
siness.—I. T. Crawford, Lynn
Grove, Ky.
"There is no effect without a
cause." quoted the Sage.
"How about; when a woman
changes-her mind?" asked the
fool.
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CORONATION OF POPE BENEDICT XV
gls••• la the flisflos rhattwl of the Vatietto as the papal rfolori w•• pineed rat the b•s,d of the new pupa'. Bens-
4ht re.
RUSSIAN CAVALRY IN THE CARPATHIANS
Fiethearepai of liasmati cavalry in the carpathian llllll otaltos, Ilia pa•aea iii Which the • yar•E troops are see
geld to control.
.••••••••••-•-••••••-•••••••••••..........••••.
BERLIN SEES CAPTURED FRENCH GUNS CARRIER PIGEON OF WAR
t -apt eeett French loins 'hewn lee en
lisraitsteehwra Mite. -to the etoliaht of the roetilas
•••••••••••••...
•
010, a
FKNCH RED CROSS DOG IN ACTION
• lb. renLa4a4 i-ressei I,a<leornpanted Ilse "Pltdd of i) • f'•';
'posed doge ewe Dr..% h-tek- is Ykwipliseer' ArlitAtfaa •4-Te0(11 te trotaiSee soldier
aelekit eilfet wise he fen die tthattiabIllet ' •
•
aim*
4 -
Care., • ear being sed with
eiteeiteve : thy rtelgiaa /Usual eorp•
ettowe .vie of thee*
eels before Ite releasse %%oh a ••••••1•10
sealer lc feathers The tiab
• •tow h..n.tug pigrione
a -tripe Capture a ,Iltearrier. _
1.= The Standard • corn.-
--gfitadv ni ewe an unusual incident in
arfaie re-v.-it-led At itroisitto ha
he ireptain of the Doteb tree or Mar-
ha, who sand that iieyen ilerwan
hirdreakeivifilater tiettied the Swedwik
steaaver Itodel and wade it alter
:sourer te lielgolsoid I ielfbbaY.-
*lora-4 that the hydro ateroplaate est
approached hi* Yeseel btatter 10A
-tory tryp 4heawel•eia as to him natl.
•Itty row a*A sad esoorted the tty...•
fetes' to Ridgelar d as a r- .
•
sented
plaint m
fort refortn
the fail that
Warden A. I f
prosecuted, the. ease of the sheriff oftotenutatitaotelinagauidlt.tar\l\ese than their full
that county against Laura Bell Judy's
When tie-Merl whether thi was so
ariniinietrator to recover Inheritance_s
tax due the Hate. The commonwealthWerrien Wells answered ‘„
recovered • Judgment for 42k
board of prisan rommissioners
7. Hat-
torten filed suit In. the Franklin (Or-
as an ibits 
the prover to give direct-11r: to me
lists-riot 
nineer in matte where cult court against Auditor Bosworth
i
the law Is not clear. and It Is my duty 
to obtain a mandamus requiring hm
to follow their- illreetione until the 
p to Issue • warrant In favor of Batter.
ton for $4.41.15 per cent of the amount
of tax collected The lower court
Warded the mandamus. The appel-
late court mays the question to be de-
edited In the cams is a healer a county
C Page against the rointiiinel at terney Is entitled to 15 per cent of
holding Hull there la feinting in the the tax The court holds that it is a
law entitheg the,,, town'. day off duty
part of the duty of the tonnty et'orney
each week, but referring to, Pin asi vroseen'te ass's
officers of the state, Atty. Gen (lit-
nett Aalre Ort,opinion that, as officers:
tatitio, to, 
ffIi 
nvtyth.s Order of Sale Entered.
wage* of $7& the month even though,
Noffenth reiceetil”.. they might _two a
tiat unreamoothIrs amount of time :from
.1 Uty end 11131 I bey total& not be re
quitiei nieke up this Jest time by
sit king overtone.
.Ing ale fiestas Journal Co. 45) per
feat, sttandrird Priritine in. 42 Per
rent; the George It Fetter Co.-45 per
rant. SIII4 the C Dearing Co, 41 per
goat of the schedel• for the Work as
lied by statute Bids on the serried-
Maas printing. !filch is county record
books, acre mad* by the Wander,'
Printing Co and the Bradley & Gilbert
Co. The third-class printing Is sought
by the ifaleoust Co aid the Courier.
Journal Job Printing Co. and the
' Petri) clans printing, which is the pa
per contrail, Is 'ought by the Louis
v111.- Paper Co and the Diem & Wing
Co. of Cincinnati 'The bide for the
second, third and fourth prinlieg are
Dot made op per( entities
PRISON GUARDS
Stile Are upee.
Wetting commis. Of, nr0111-
: edi bids on MS striae printing for faet
wr Y.*? rontract under the ricent set Si-
THREATEN SUIT '1'eelladr ion IKTthh:bc,:;:'!,:rtt7:1two to lots?
THIY COMPLAIN THAT TH11111
WAGES WIRE NOT PAID
Ha FULL.
ENTITLED TO FULL MONTH
NH Requa44ro d To Make Up Last Time,
A4Cordtog To • Plegatiwit Moline by
Attorney General's Office.
trtp•etal Yranktort Corr•Avoldanew
Vraakfort.- The right of the proton
au (*rifles to make any deduct ion
from he wages of guards me) be pre*
I court aa the festai et (3.1111.
• by guards at the Frank
tory that not
re bad worked full time
Well.had t.-ttifl.4 t
pie-alien of the law Is made plain Tit
La sill I have -to say.-
When fudge Settle, of the court Of
appeals. deceled the milt of Guard 1.14
Objects To Cutting Rates.
Lucas, of Franklin county', probably
all] VAC. steps to atop the practice.
PrInotiere. Re:Miele the wet-tent term
et the United States court here, have
beet kept in I Ir.• Scott collnly jail,
a her. L'.4) yenta per diem ails charged.
The Matteis flee* the compensation
of county jailers at 75 rents. and when
other,. Jailers bid 50 cents 'for -keeping
prisonere, awaiting trial In the United
In the 0,10 411' ariTicalS •• *Kt Of
mend:mote ens' allows-ii M. .V David --
min et Al. requiring Judge I. D.. Lewin,
of the [wean- circuit court to enter a
judgment and order of rale of 40.644
acres of land, forfeited to the corn-
monwealth in a.sult against the Ken•
Dicky Union ("0 In 1907, alibi, eas
affirmed to- -the United States supremeThe queetion of the right of a Kral-
court. J mid g.' Lea is contended that afuritY "tin I Jailer to cut rat. s --ter
Lisping f,'drtisl ori„„m.T, large part of the land Is Nettl..•1 by p•-r
sons who have held it in iulverse pop,raised in this district. tied Jailer Mace
iteiteloit and -paid the taxes for five
years and the judgment and order
would leave the situation confused;
bitittithne court ef appeals, in an opinionwrs 
by Judge carrell. said the or-
der or the etriiire court -and the sate
would carry Only the title affected by
the judgment and eould not disturb
the' rights of the holders lu advent.'
pots Segb lon.
States .court at Louisville, Assistant
Ally. (len. Si. Si Logan hied that, Mae-
much as the ntatis derives revenue
from the Jefferson county jail, the jail-
er there could not cut the rates below
--the •1111.11110ty priee
•
Criminal Docket Cleared.
The coin:nal iliteloo in the Fnited .41 and convicted in Laurel county for
Slates dist:act court was concluded traneferring and delivering four gal
and Judge Cochran seatenced all the tions' of -liquor to Jame* Cheek The
primmer* who plead wed guilty or ere i case of Adams Elifif efts- -fro against
convicted. Only One prison sentence crigler & eo. which the Kenton cit
was imposed Russell Withrow. of I cult eoort had granted an injunction.
Rovtien countJ, who ',retinal:Iv had re- requiring the company to accept for
(-rived the minimum et Ilies hands of a mu iement a consignnient of liquor
Judge Coehran, appeared before him int-casing 3 construct :on of the act of
again wseoe en ai ut 
up 
fn s hitrs,e ::: aretalling IIIIllo 91r 14. also NAM to ha%e come up. but
year. Lewis' on motion of Atty. Gen Garnett. who
Henry chiles. William Hurley and i accepted an invitation to participate'rt„
Henry Hart, all of -Frankfort. got 30 the ease. it was postponed.1
and Stool for retailing liquor 1.1s; _
;le Gault and her. rather. John tllore. War-Peace Symposium.
a ho - live on 3 shanty boat tor the Ken-1 ..d„ 0,. lad aen,..n.., and 11-0,1 nne..::::;00 If dal,.:ptitaf,pi tiu:li-is rigerome uef.Snyti4nsinptiuTi.iiihtenhVy'aaimlspoatshbtelettinptruelnre
tueky river here, issued they ' n • e
Aould Sell liquor again rout their '
:41: est tng..prograM. which Was Held :n the
*depended on good /whey tot.
-s, 
pose of the meeting was to arouse put,
____
keelbeky's Fieeinces. 
I:e pentiment on the subject of tioelsi
Srate Ateittoretiolotorth announced 
te4oe... and the symposium preeented
the irtneitera on band in the various 
to thediudience speakers well acquaint I
nds of the siate government at the 
ori Witli the particular phases of the.
fu 
, lose ofriononeaa Aerliqntser 30 They subject to which they were assigned 1
,i
elates Genera: (serene'. fund. 4$1.- 
eitil 17. school rand. 41.003a-see ite, sunk. 
RIBS Range Located.
•iot fund. $11.:.9, 46. State tittiveri.ity. 
The icarngesite of c:e Kentucky Na
one has( cent fund. Elt,5ae 7S; cash in 
Bernal Guard 'ibis summer. adjoining
Tr...m.441. 81,097.991 eft; outstahding 
Blue Gress park, will. be made int:
rifle range for the Frankfort and
:toe js2, cnitrandIng indebtodneww. $2.- 
a
1
warrants. prim' to June :10. $2.31o._
'cot; ̀.`041 2, Outstanding warrants, CUT- 
;Willy it probably will be used as a
the two Lexington corium/tie,. Even ,
rent. 4•77- 4,170., range for the 
intirsie.:Second regiment- I
Adje Gen .1 Tandy Ellis was is Louts
will. renewing the -contract with the
caretaker of the•rifie range at Ore,.lI 1
Right Is Denied.
The court of appeals l if the
Judgment of the Franklin circuit court
In the vale of if M Bosworth, auditor.
against George liattertan. Ilatterton,
a county attorney of ileurbon county,
epetegatea Appointed.
alloy McCreary appointed deiegatels---
represent Kentucky at the Farmers
National eonyent:on a: Ft Worth
Tetaa, October 14 to 17. They Are
::am Coot. ttos:Ing t:reen. Charles
1 arirbey, Pembroke. "A 1. 11011:n*
a. h. Peineeton. 21..1. By-rnes, rnton
'an. P. ell lieaces. Tay lorsts1'. e
Jame* McKee. Versatile*:
Woman Was AcquTtted.
Jennie Woodford, of Losi.ngtoti. was
found net gui.:ty of selling1,,toor te.:h Must Report Sales.
• osit• a government license - to the fed Commisisener -o1 Agriculture 3 W
oral .Loart -hgro ttlevetral Lex:ngton New r.iae is. makteg ?eadte 011- rcpert-
poileenten and deteezives 'ere here tot‘aoco sale. under the act of 
. ,
to teettry a: -st her Sim llurclem alarOh reel:errs al aalea.std resales
of Knot - • teed on intermat.on with price* to be reperied motthly
!filed be tk. ' • - attarese+ pleaded the state depavnteat .of. • warreettiate
guilty to re: .teuor.
-
1 eve is ea% Ing blank "jorisis
To Restage* Old Duties Many Applmants for Wardee.
. cart $ et-gtr.efir. A large number of candelateelfet
%;`,.N has I•e.ell tr. eherge of the Ken tha,efflee of' ;road warden- erobaly;
tuoto tier cerk, with hruideuar:aws will cart th the rare -foe that oglitelta:
I here for Has last- 'two year". ha* goat the meetieg of the Kentucky j,
to Coreinytati. to reeurne -has old place Lodge- 4! Odd Fe:lest here Oct
,,see ohief clerk ix the. offices there hay- 1$ ,and. 14. ...kinoeg those Inetteypes
Ina eirderatr charge of the Kes:iicky. for the honor front whieh: the ft-mount
Ria 'Randy. and 51est.tagurn Pratt-kik; bent rl.tmlve through sii tbe.thAirs. AIN
;11,.alli410ftNire=tid out for, hrinittei Georg* W S:nre..Prankfortf-t--Louis
has ed oa the Fietituclet.i.low Lonisi.:14 W ifereaeir*. R.v,
Offree. sad Retied 'Walls base been, RePrenclitsc-P Niko
1.Ori, '5 near Tyrows, lower.gsi4. las, of °Ironton: t r tItias../at.`Slan
•-earares..4-goolt ft...'1iNisasoNotgaw-ttritstatoyd..Si P 1144s..-11essola lutes t
Levi 7 rtr.dae, has but rabail! Yaiii„
Before State Courtit-,....
The Webb-Kenyon act of congress,
prohibit us interstate shipments of
limiter into dry territory came before
the erten of appeale in the ease of the
Adams itapress Co. against the corn-
monsr-alth. The company was ladice
•
Red Cross MPH- 1
Mire Peter Dudlea, ; formerly :If this I
c has volunteered for Red Cress]
a =i-k in the European War zone and
ail sail for Franoe. ehere per two
* s:e-s are Red Croles nersag ‘1"--
, reside* York .
- of Mrs Edmar.diRoiriman
V letilliey. of Frask'oit
.7taLeavasedow . e
= e
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IN STERLING
LIVES A GIRL
Who Suffered As Many Girls
Do-Tells How She
Found Relief.
Sterling, Coon. -"1 am • girt of 23
years and 1 used to faintaway isi w evaelr:
month  and was very
bothered a lot' with
femaleateak new I
read yomi little book
Wisdom for Wo-
men,' and I saw how
others had been
helped by Lydia E.
bPi:kcomha poti's oVdogeta.and
decided to try it, and
it has made me feel
like a new girl and I am now relieved
of all this. troubles. -I hope all young
girls will get relief as I have. I never
felt better in my life, •••.- Miss littarHA A.
PELotitiri. Box 116, Sterling. Conn.
Stamen*, N. Y-' I have taken Ly-
dia E 'Inkhorn's Vegetable Compound
and I highly recommend it. If anyone
warits to write to me I will gladly tell
her about my case. I wa• certainly in
a had condition as my blood was all turn-
ing to water. I had pimples on my face
and a bad color, and for five years I had
been troubled with suppression. The
doctors called it 'Anemia and Exhaus-
tion.' and said .1 was all rundoiwbe 
Com-
pound 
. but.
Lydia F.. l'inkham's Vegetable
brought me out all right."-' Miss
LAVLSA ?AYRES,- Box 74, Massena, N.Y.
Young (Itrla !feed Thin Advice.
Girls who are troubled with painful or
Irreg.:Ear-periods, backache, headache,
dragging-down sensations, f ai n tie/
spells or indigestion, ihould immediately
seek restoration to health by taking Ly-
dia E. Pinkham's Vegetablu Compound.
Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief-Permanent Cure
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
LaiL Purely vegeta-
ble - act surely
but gently on CARTER'S
Stop after 
ITTLEthe liver.
IVER
tresnnser_cduires- PILLS.
indigestion,
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
- Genuine must bear Signature
z-e--04 72,4Z
Pettits FORSORE EN,e NEDEYES Salve
It Helps a Lot.
Evc. for the first time in their mar-
ried life, Yvan telling Adam jest what
Abe thought of hint.
' This is ,the original rib roast,-
chuckled Adam.
And that was the beginning of the
saving grace of humor.- Judge.
Pteree'rt l'ellets, small, eugarssvated,
ea.)- to taLe. as tandy. regulate and trivia:
orite stomach, liver and bowele. Do u0s
gripe. .1,1v.
Relieved.
She -I hear sttiall eheekg are to be
favored for dresses this session.
lie-Thank heaven'.
In 1913 Germany 's total imports__
antrtunt ed to , _
SPECIAL TO WOMEN-
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antleieetics :e.
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed
As a medicinal antiseptic for doWles ‘„
In treating catarrh, inflammatioh
ulceration Of Dose, throat, and that
es-used by femtnAne ills it has port-gnat-. -
For ten years the Lydli I. Pinkham r j Fund e to Go
Medicine Co. has recommended Paitine to f4f0s'e
lit their private correcpondence with
women. which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured HT
It is -worth its weight in gold." At
druggists 50c large box. or be mail
The Patton Toilet Co., Dosten, Masi.
•
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EXTEND HINSON'S
STAY IN MEXI
WHOLE COUNTRY AROUSED
League of Municip•lities Pledg• Sue
port to Cotters--Northern Stereo
Go H•lp--Crrewd• at E x hi bit
t ROOP1•70 STAY IN VIA CRUZ
UNTIL VILLA -CARRANZA
CLOUD PASSED
CAlitRA WILL PRESIDE
fdl Delegates Out of Possible 98 Attend
Convention-Final Vote Is De-
ferred-Wilson Confers With
Bryan and Daniels
Washltigton Hills lid announcement
Shot American troops would not be
withdrawn from Vera Cruz before Oct.
II, and teat no time had been fixed for
the transfer of control of that port to
Mexican authorities*. Was accepted as
meaning that fien. Funetnn's forces
will not be ordered home until the Car-
ranza•Villa break has been Nettled and
order restored in the republic.
Officials said, however, that It was
highly probable se % eral detachments
would be witlidravin from Vera (rug
within the next two weeks, leaving a
sufficient force to remain as long at
circumstances warrant The battle•
ship North Itakota, due to leave Oct.
11, may take company of marines to
the Guantanamo station
The Mexican situation was discussed
by President Wilson and Secretaries
liryan and Daniels Reports from Con-
sul Stillman on the convention in Mex-
ico City. Laid before the president.
showed that 68 out of a possible 9ti
•••- letegates were in ittelfSlint,i;-And Vitt
!here was a general feeling that a full
representation of the constitutionalist
-Meta would attend the conference at
Aguas Calientes Oct. 6 to settle differ
Prices between Carrausa. Villa and Zit
pata.
According to Mr. Stiliman: Lille Ca-
brera, former representative of Car.
ranza here, was chosen to preside over
the convention. Sessions were held
behind closed doors. N9 report has
been received here.
•
• E
.,
-
Prepare for War.
.. New york The steamer Korona
brought a cargo Of war tale s from the
,.... • West,Indies. Evers 
native there sleena
.;, ......1.•T_. •-•*•'''.• 
-Wi,,, 
th Ina guy- tindae -14asalllote. Odd
41.1:
. •. . . 
...... ,_KO's sailor!. ,, _ • - - -
0 
...It • -
. . .41
s. •
ASK CONGRESS TO QUIT
Republithili Of Both Houses in Accord
with Plan to Quit Nest Month.
To Maintain Quorum
Washington.- -Continued conferences
among the democrats in both houses
give strong indicetion of the success
of the plan for adjournment ,of con-
gress by the middle of October.
Nearly all majority me-ubers of the
house, except a few headed by Repre-
sentative Henry of Texas, are aligned
with the movement undertaken by
Democratic Leader Underwood. with
the approval of President %Vilson. to
r-ut off the administration shi
p pur-
chase bill until after the November
elections. The proposal is that the
house shall begin recessing three days
at a time next week. so most of its
members may go to their home dis-
tricts immediately, and that congress
shall adjourn about Oct. 15. The ship-
ping bill would be taken up as soon
as etIngress reconvened, either at the
regular session lp December. or at a
special session called for the purpose
to November.
Republican members of both houst-s
also are in accord with this plan, and
there is a general determinetion to
maintain quorums to carry It through
Representative Underwood said hi
probably would be able in a few days
to enter into a pact with Republican
Leader Mann with the necessary unan
Mums consent for recesses by the
house. This would be a "gentlemen's
agreemeut" to take up only routine
business after the recesses begin
Senator Kern. the majority loader.
Paid the senate would be ready to take
a mess or-. to adjourn within two
weeks if a quorum were kept to ex-
pedite business.
- -
$13029746 TO MOVE CROPS
Funds to Go , to Twenty three
 States
to Move Fail Crops-Missouri
Takes Most.
Washington- The treasury depart-
ment des deposited 313,029,746 in 23
states for fall crop-moving purposes,
according to an announcement by Sec-
retary McAdoo. • Of this turn Ntssourt
has taken the tat-rest amount. $1,550,-
000, with Marytand second, 81.410.1.000.
The other states and amounts fol-
low: Alabama, S3A0.000; Arkansas,
1175,000; Florida, $81.260; Georgia,
236S,710; Kentusky. $1,375,000; Louis-
iana, $70.000; Idissieeigord. $1f4,000.
New York, $1.000.000; North Caroline,
$06,240; South Carolina, 11625,000;
Tennessee, 161'5.000; Texas, 117113,994;
infests, $1.200,000, Indiana. $150.900,
lows.. $'250,000; Kansas, $2".000; Ne
braska. 1321000; Oklahoma. 1193,100,
Washington. t1t7.600.
- -
Col. Reber Recalled.
New York Col Samuel Reber, the
bead of the aviation 'corps of the Unit-
- ed States army, returned from abroad
on the steamer St. Louts Col. Reb
er
was recalled from Parts by the war de
partmetit and will, 'he said: report mi
- mediate) yto Waehtnatote
- - -• .
4-
Memphis. All forces are rallyliag le
the aid of King Cotton
The buy-a-bale movement, Marled
only a few week. ago, has embraced
the entire country, and reports show
that the nurth, east and west are min
lug forward vigoroulity to the purport
of the mouth in Its burden of its larg-
est coop, whoa. value has teen men•
aced by a foreign war
From New York, front Chivas°, from
Milw•ukee, from lieltimoris and • doe
en other points tomes encouraging
new..
Perhaps the most encouraging fea-
ture was the action taken by the
League of Anierli an Municipalities at
its closing session in Milwaukee. for
that organization, tn which nearly NY-
Pry United States city of size is repre-
sented, entliustaidically indorsed the
buy-a•bults movement. Upon alleges
non of Mayor Martin Ilehrinan of New
Orleans, each delegate pledged his
city to support this movement
In New York great crowds gathered
before the windows" of Dos Richmond
Underwear company, 30-32 West VII
ttenth etreet, and p d forward to
see raw cotters displayed in festoons
In the windows.
In Chi -ego hundreds of hales of rot-
ten were pie on sale in the departm
ent
stores through ft I et-OM-ate plan, and
reports are that the buying was -steady
throughtiut t ho day. In New York at
least on• department store featured
cotton sales in balers and in its tither-
Mooniests in all of the metropolitan
newspaper's.
In Baltimore one corporation. fol-
lowing the suggestion of the Baltim
ore
Sun. announced it had made arran
ge
merits -for the purchase of approxi
jusitely 12.00.0 bales of cotton for M
tn,-
' (IVO. This firm Is the Crown Cork &
Seal company.-
--
CAMPBELL'S WILL ATTACKED
Children of Brother of James Campbell
Institute Surt-Estate Worth
$16,000,000.
St. Louls.-A mutt to break- the will
of James Campbell, multi millionaire
railroad promoter, was flied in th• cir-
cuit( court here by i hildren of John P.
Campbell of Weet Virginia, a brother
of the St. Louts caPItalkt
'The petition says that James Camp-
bell fell no children, although In his
will Mr Campbell referred to Lois Ann
Campbell, who married Elaey G. Burk-
ham of St. Louis last week, as his
daughter.
The petition also charges that "by
reason of incidents in his business and
social life and his fear of death and
future punishment." Mr. Campbell eas-
ily was imposed upon and influenced
to leave his estate in trust for a med-
ical school and hospital for the St.
Louis University.
Under the Campbell will thg entire
estate is to go to St Louis University
21 years after the death of the widow
or of the children of Lois Campbell
Burwham.
The validity of the will is also ques-
tioned on the ground that it was
changed after It had been witnesped It
is stated that under the Missouri l
aw,
if Campbell died without leaving • 
val-
id will, the estate is to be divided be-
tween his widow and children. but that
If Lots Campbell Iturkham is not his
daughter her share of the estate, o
ne-
half, would go to the West. Virginia
claimants. The estate is estimated at
$16,000,000.
CARRANZA OFFERS TO RESIGN
Conference of Constitutional Leaders
Want Him to Keep Presidency.
Opposers Are Cheered.
Mexico City. Delegate* to the gen-
eral conference of southern chiefs re
jected by an almost unantruone v
ote
'the resignation of General Ventesttano
('arrange as first chief of the conetitu-
tionaliets
The reeignathm was laid before
 the
convention and the vote followed •
heated debate.
A Pommissiors was pent to the na-
tional palace to reek General Careanca
again to accept sopreen• power
Orators opposed to the acceptance
of General Carranza's withdrawal w
ere
repeatedly cheered by delegates and
spectators. A motion IMP made that
the nret (Met be informed that V
would be impossible to ac--c-pt his pa
triotk act of abnegation, but the ho
urs
passed without a vote ivetng taken no
the motion, owing to the tuerno41 in 
thc
chamber.
Rohm, For Pell Co.
New York. The federal district
court appOinted Peter R Olney r
eferee-
to preside at a meeting of tae 
,-red
Roos ef B. H. P. Pell A Cca, the bank-
rupt stock and cotton brokers, to 
die-
the proposed plan of roctirifeing
the demands of creditors, under whi
ch
it is believed the firm will pay its oh
ligation,' in hell
Washington On motion of Senator
Vardaman the senate adopted a novo-
lution calling on the treasury depa
rt-
ment to inform the sebat• what its
 to
amount of revenue would he rai
sed
by withholding from governmen
t em-
ployee and official* certain percent-
- ages of their salaries which
 were
named In .the reeolutiops.
Wi latite:1 • Indorsed.
lisaiton Massachusetts democr
ete
In emseentiob at Faneull Hall. adop
ted
a platform thet indoreed the- neteovaall
-
For
-
1
Myself and
_Family
Peruna has
Done
Wonders.
Mr., trnma
Eton. No. SO
Atlantic 141,
Appleton. Wise
*rites "Peru-
na has done me
a great deal of
good Pined I
began taking it,
and I am fil-
o a> a glad to
speak a 110 d
word for It
"Three years ago I was In a
wretched condition with backache.
bearing down pains, and at times was
no sore and lame that I could not
move about I had inflammation and
Irritation, and although I lewd differ-
ent remedies thee did me no good
A neighbor who had been using
Peruna advised me to try it. and I am
glad that I did"
Copper as Hard as Steel.
There Is no process kuoon at pres-
ent for making copper as -bard as
steel. Such a POWYS' IN ittipleIMOd to
have been known in ancletat times.
•
•
DIDN'T APPRECIATE THEAKE
Oiri Made Victim of Hoa• by Mies
chits/sue Friends Went Home
In • Fiery.
One day several of my girl friends
called to see me. We started to make
sponse candy when I diecovered that
we disk t have any chocolate in the
house and said that I couldn't possibly
make it without "a speck of choco-
late."
Mary, one of the girls said "Why,
what kind of chocolate is that
couldn't you use any other kind"
(Inc of the girls gave me a punch
and I said: "Oh, no, I couldn't use any
other kind. It's just a new kind. You
telephone the groeery and order som
e,
Mary, arid we'll start this candy. Now
be sure and order 'Appecka.'"
we filed to the kitchen and left
Mary to telephone We eat in the
kitchen holding our sides with sup-
prepped laughter while she called up
one store after another trying to get
"Mope( kit chocolate." She finally gave
up in ileepair and then we 41111 her.
Needless to say, phi' went honie in a
fury, as mad as a wet hen She bare-
ly spoke to tie for weeks after that -
Chicago Tribune.
"Przemyel."
If envoi's- can discover such a proceas "Przejny
el" is one a the few really
he 'e ill have a valuable 'secret simpl
e prover roamers that have MI•I'llft•t1
notoriety In the Russian invasion of
Galicia. It Is pronounced "Pzhersvis-1,"
with the accent on the "inhere." Just
how easy this is one may appreciate
by romildering Przernyelany. In the
first syllable of which the "r" is pound-
ed. !hue: "Przlie." with the Aurstro-
Hungarian variation of "miscellany"
following In pronouncing "Pry/moved"
you should carefully hold a "p" be
Bret] our teeth while pronouncing
"ahem" (which is a %oft, mueliroorn,
dumdum variety of "shion"i and just
as you are about to eject it deftly in-
sert the "p" in the outer hook of the
" thus: "Pzhern." Nothing can be
simpler.
Fora
Galled
Horse
Try It
After
Others
Fail
HANFORD'S
Balsam of Myrrh
For Galls, Wire
Cuts, Lameness,
Strains, Bunches,
Thrush, Old Sores,
Nail Wounds, Foot Rot
Fistula, Bleeding, Etc. Etc.
Made Since 1846. 
AskAbAonutber
Price 25c" 571.eadC.11°RainfWirsed.°:rrEINg.C.„' Igerstcli
teino4iepends on whether she eats
Is she a professional or an
All Dealers bynAcige,..N.y. to dance or dances-to eat
Approval.
"Are you still interestrel
tug!"
" PSC replied Mr. Cronslota.
like to see gardening get every
4 .--
•
NO1 All &Matelot;
Mrs Flatte-Didn't you say tf, you
married me it would he all ounatilue?
Mr Flatte-Yes, I did
"Well, I suppose you realise that
I've Sot • lot of rain checks coming to
ma!"
A Sound Sleeper.
"My old nag has one advantage
over an automobile it doesn't re-
quire and intricate mechanism to
start her "
"That's true All you need it •ti
alarm flock to wake her up."
VAKIT
ritTOMORILIST. Away from horn.
Away from raw family physician__ A 1st
tie tstutt• EAs rr in your luggage lake.
away the fear a Ache. and Pain. while
on your outing. Positively Iltnirentee.1 by
your druggist, t outlying NO OPIATE.. Adv.
Accounting for It.
"How stiff those new people are!"
"Don't you know why' They made
all their money In starch.'
•tx-,
in garden-
en,
eouragement I have bought an in-
terest In a hardware store."
amateur'
The Distinction.
Save the Babies. '
IN"I"FA MORTALITY is something f
rightful. We can hardly realise that
of all the children born in civilised coun
tries, twenty-two per cent.,
or nearly one-quarter, die before they reac
h one year; thirty-seven
per cent., or more than sine-third, before 
they are five, and one-half before
they are fifteen!
We do not hesitate to aay that a timely use of 
CaMoria would save a
majority of these precious lives. Neither 
do we hersitate to my that many
of these infantile deaths are occasioned by
 the use of narcotic preparations.
Drops, tinctures and soothing syrups eold 
for children's complaints contain
more or ime opium or morphine. They a
re, in considerable quantities,
deadly poisons. In any quantity, they stupefy,
 retard circulation and lead
to congestions, sickneste, death. Caidoria 
operates exactly the reverse, but
you must see that it bears the signature of 
Chas, H. Fletcher. Clitoris
causes the blood to circulate properly, opens
 the
pores of the skin and allays fever.
Genuine CaStOrig always bears the signatur
e of
•
iztte
if.)r DISTEMPER
Ptak rye, Eptsootla
Nhipplog Fever -
oes Catarrhal reelefi
p‘,......,..inpd prattles psoesailes as matted how 5--,... at any ads are Infeel-'
or -reposed Lsguld, Elves -.10. • ar no ts the sl. ,1 ,.. and .•dosles 
.,p&. the
from the body. cp..leon,nas .r.:V:stasuper If 1.wrs sr....Swop and ‘ t.,,“*ra IS
IN.slin. Cnroot molting line start remedy Cures IA iir.rre •rne.s
e human noosed',
seed lei*. Kidney remedy 66e sad Si • bottle. //11 lead Sib.
 d•ews ._es It, °el
II •OSS ,S., • hoer to your drInepust esh• 'WI pet It for yea. inn Sort 144. Mois
es Gan
Cassia sad l'area" epor;s1 ApossIte wiaussE
SPONN MEDICAL CO., if•ttr.I.:1::.".1,.. SOSHEP, IND., U, S. A.
Old Charon Must Explain.
His boat made fast after the last
trip ,of the night. Charon, homeward
bound, encountered a stranger in one
of the ill-lighted streets along. „the
water front.
"What's the idea'!" asked the old
sailor
-Summons:* the stranger replied,
producing the papers. -The interstate
commerce commission wants to know
bow you killed off all competition.
You public-service corm-orations are la
for a hard winter."
ALMOST BALD WITH ECZEMA
--
R F D No 2, Johns°. City, Tenn -
"Some time ions my head became cov-
ered with small sores which they said
was eczema. They were red and to-
tamed and when I would coin!) my
hoed they would break and roe a yet-
'owlets matter My hair was corning
out by handfuls until I was gettlag
&Intent bald . My hair, was PO dead and
dry it seemed as If it would break of.
"1 put on - and - and several
other remedies without getting any
help I got • cake of Cuticura Soap
and some Cuticura Ointment and used
them In a short time the pimples
dried up and my hair stopped falliag
out and is thick and ghesse I am
cured.' (Signedi 3 W Fisher, Jaa,
1. 1911
eutteura Soap and Ointment Mold
throughout the world Sample of each
free with 32-p Skin Book Address post-
card "Cutleura, Dept L, Boston "-Adv.
- -'- -
A bather always makes a hit ',Wit
a man by telling him that he has the
toughest heard in the world
You think that
"funny " Put that
are thinking about
other people are
is just what they
you,
Now Europeans Get Our Gold.
Do you know just how Europe re
cently got that $125.1)00,000 in Amer-
ican geed Well. here Is the way it
was done: Europeans hold great
amounts in American securities. which
• is to say they have bought bonds is-
sued to this country. When the war
crisis came they saw the need of ac-
tual money in place of these bonds.
They cabled to their American bra-
, kers to sell at the market price Thel_.,
took whatever they could get. but
there was always something offered,
so the sales were heavy.
The purchasers of these bonds gave
their checks. These ths• brokers
cashed at their banks and got curren-
cy. This currency of the United
States is made good by the deposit
of gold in the tee:wales Rir every
tole certificate lu rxistence there is
qt. actual metal in the tteasury.'So
the broker!. getting the currency from
the banks, went to th• eubtreasur> in
New York sad asked for the actual
gold. They received it and sent the
gold to their customers abroad
OWN 'KR WWII. Tat 1. Tor
ner6iwate
Who s'sslatsprs W Mos 'tsr,r lenee of tie
 ,
iI Free rum., Ilse Sewed, On •-lbscsgs. 1
0OO41 Reason.
It oree a very youthful Class in
„gthysiology
'Alt.' asked the teacher. "IN it best •
-to 'Net 5OUp lint when one is veers
hungry'"
1 The pupils stared at her blankly
Then Jamie' enlightened them from
the oteeties of his own experience
. You Ian get ft down faster.- he
antis-maces'
One of the flea er spl rings to a
spring affair with ehich ?boiled egg
may re held for remosing the shell
•• -.Li
- o
. 1.;"
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California
Asparagus
If you've never tasted Libby's California
Asparagus, ther• is a treat in store
for you. Grown, -on the islands of
the Sacramento River, the finest
Asparagus region in the world. Put
up fresh from the garden as soon as
cut. Tender and fla•ory. White or green
-peeled or unpeeled. Insist on Libby's. If
your grocer cannot supply you, send us his name.
Try this recipe:-
Asparagus with Eggs-salt and pepper well one can of
tabhv's Adiparairus. Beat four eggs wet eno
ugh to beak up
the yolks. add • tablespoonful of melted butter. pepp
er and salt,
and pour upon the Asparagus. Bake eight mi
nutes in a quick
oven, and serve immediately.
Libby, McNeil Se Libby, Chic.ago
Found He Was Mistaken,
A man from the country, in charity
one will say from the country, although
he may have been a Ilostonese, en-
tered a New York restaurant the other
evening, and while waiting to be
served, gave his attention to an elec-
tric tan revolving just above his head.
It was a high pressure fan, noiseless.
and almost, if -not quite, invisible be-
cause of its rapid motion. The stran-
ger gazed at It for some considerable
time and was heard to mutter: "I don't
believe there is anything there at all."
With that he put up his hand to Con-
firm his belief. Immediately there was
a yell that almost threw the place into
a panic. The man sprang into the art
rushed out of the door and, as he dis-
appeared. was heard to say: "I mon-
keyed with the buzz-saw', all right."
HOW RESINOL CURED
ITCHING SKIN TORMENT
Baltimore, Mci,-Iday 23, 1914: "My
limbs from knee to ankle were com-
pletely covered with eczema for a
year I hated to go• in company, it
itched and burned so badly I had no
rest at night. I tried a good many
remedies for eczema, both liquid and
salve, but they did me no good, only
made the akin more rough and scaly.
I learned of resinol ointment and rest-
nol soap and tried them, and oars re
Itevcd of the severe Raking and burn-
ing AT ONCE, and after a month's
steady use was completely cured"
(Signed i T 5. Lewis, 1$21 Summit St.
Sold by all druggists --Adv.
Prolonged Probation.
"I .do believe that by the time the
ham is gone your love will also be
ended." , ,
"Is- that so! 11 yolilwlieve that. '
better give me a larger ham!"-- Meg- ,
gendorfer Blaetter
Finally Captured Eagle".1
After def)Ing a score of traps and
as many guns of farmers, who have
sought vainly to impose summary
Sentence for the loss of hundreds of
chickens over a period of six months,
Old Baldy, a monster eagle, was
caught by a man with a lasso. He
lay waiting In the shadow of his
chicken house for the chicken thief
for more than eight hours. The bird
swooped down shortly after daybreak.
The lasso was thrown around the
eagle's neck. The man wanted to
capture the bird alive, but it fought
so desperately that he was forced to
shoot it. . The eagle measures eight
feet seven inches, from tip to tip, and
weighs 73 pounds
New Jersey's 1913 'Mineral Immerse- 1" - - 
-
Hon was salued at $40.715.0e1 
W, N U., MEMPHIS. NO. 41-1914.
TheHumanAutomobile
The bunion body, like an automobile,
changes fuel ((midi tato power. When the
fuel IS too rich. or the mtlers and valves
air out of order, waste products ctog the
machinery sod reduce the ismer.
The kidney!, like exhaust vat tea, should
carry off the waste lane schf ), but weak
kidoevs osa-t. Uric acid in excess causes
headache. look eye., rheumatic pains,
entre!, dropsy and fatal Bright 's domes.
DOII13.11 Kidney Fitts help the kidneys
Seto off uric seid It is the beet-reouns-
Weeded Special kidaey ren.edy
A Mississippi Case
Yes C N Bonney.
• Dewy "(fuer 4225Green Nt
7.4.4 a 'Me. Tupelo. Sias_ way•
Su/red awfu;i)-
with MY back and
mornings rou I dn t
pit up Isione Sharp
pains darted !hrough
my Bides and 1 bad
to cry out Sy
DeWitt waa all run
down sad doctors'
treettnent failed A f
ter taking • 1..e
dome of rman'a Kid
hey rma 1 got re•
11.1 and three noses,
completely C u r • 4
Cot Doris sit Any Sieve. a Sas
D 0 N S NPIRD1.11.11ST
POSTER.MILBUIBI CO. IMJFFALO. N.Y.
This e Is for You I
If You suffer From Hot fl
ashes or ditzinm, fainting
 spells, hysteria, headache, bear-
ingdown pains, nervousnew-all are symptoms
of-irregularity and female disturbances and are
-not beyond relief.
Dr. 1Plerce's Favorite Prescription
is emceed te this real mese sad promptly nesems
 the &ssasa.
snyomesses the pains sod servos= symptom sod Ut
ereby brows
coafort is the place at proiciacrogwersery.
It los bees sold by amorists for over 40 years, ta laid for
m, at
1000 per bettlegicstammeeefal setnafactios. It ems wow be had 
la
femme modified by R. V. Pismo N. D. Soid by
: 11%.=
e 
demises or trial box by mail as moset of ate Is etartpa.
limey Ode asaussa may wougalt betnPr. stashose walesot seseees
Woe without tow es witbost tea er Pretty of the twealadie
Dr. R. V. imam OR Mee threw Ileffale Mew Tat
rizectra rawairr riaaartts 
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Death Lurks In A Weak Heart
'Yeenrersanvareas er-inses,
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matter of seed corn.
•
It Always Dots The Work.
The Chamber of Commerce in "1 take Chamberlain's Cough
Temple, Tex., has published a Remedy better than-any other,"
bulletin urging farmers to select writes R. E. Roberts, Homer Ci-
their seed cornafrom the crops ty, Pa. I have taken it off and
now maturing. The seed, says on for years and it has never
the circular, should be chosen in failed 0 give the desired re.
the field, and never. from the suns," For sale by all dealers.
crib. Next yeafraield will be
Paris Parisian.
--_ gramme of scientific cultivation
Why Not Publisielt? may be knocked into a cocked
When you want a fact to be- hat by Opting the wrong kind
come generally known, the right of seed corn.
way is to publish it. Mrs. Jos- The farmer who selects his
eph Kallans, Peru, Ind., was own seed corn knows what he is
troubled with belching, sour sto- planting. If he takes the addi-
mach and frquent headaches. tional precaution of testing the
She writes, "1 feel if my *duty corn before planting time he
to tell others; Oat Chamber- knows whether it will come up.
lain's Tablets have done for me. Of the various kinds of shift-
They have helped my digestion lessness that are possible, and
and regulated my bowels. Since even common, in agricultural
using them I have been entirely communities, none is more coat-,. . .
nell." For sale by all dealers. •
Pen Croup Comes
Treat Externa*
The ed system of dooming delicate
sloseechs with natiaettua druios sad
opium srt1pS is nronir anti hertnful
T7 the external treatme.nt-..-Vidt's
•'%ap-0.1tub" Croup and Pneumonia
Salm Just rub a hubs over tbroat and
cheat and cover with a wars flannel
sloth. The warmth of the body releane•
vapors of Fine Tar. 'Ntruthot, Thymot
and Eueal,ittol. that l the choking
phlegm and raft, the duticult breathinN
immediately. One anoltvation st bed
time itleUres a aottsid gimp
l'ick's is bctter than internal meJieittes
sow— sise
ful 'selection of sires for colts or
calves. Yet many farmers Want
scrub cern knowing what it is,
and many others trust to seeds-
men and to luck to get the right
quality, paying about four times
as much per bushel for seed se-
lected by someone else as they
get for cornegrown upon their
own acres.
The United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture will, upon
application, furnish farmers with
abundant freej directions as to
1; all form* of tvld trytiblvw Throe the selectionjof seed corn and as
attes-Seo, bOreand I to the carelof the corn during
=Croup and
Pneumonia 
the winter. Instructions ena
 bling the farmer to test the corn
to find out whether it is alive
Kills His Son-in-Lae, and will grew are also provided.
Farmers who take simple pre-
Because Piestoo Evans ac cautions against, planting corn
cused his wife of intimacy withi.that will not sprout save them.
another man. Geo. Wynne shot selves cropjailure,or the expense
and killed Evans. his son-in-law, of replanting.
at pace, in the 2.3rd district of Kentucky's average is about
this county Wednesday evening as small asOthat eof Texas, al-
of last week about dark. though:there is plenty of Ken-
Evans, we understand, bore•  tucky land;that: could be made
the reputation of being a had to produce from fifty to seventy.
man, and when he3went to the five bushels an acre, and some
home of Mr. Evans, his father- . it ofwill produce, under proper
in-law, Wednesday, the latter;'seed selection, more than 100
thought he had come to du him
violence, as bad blood had exist-
bushels an acre. The farmers
ed between them for a lone
who get only twenty or thirty
time. There were no eye
bushels jfrem ground that will
wits
to the shooting.
wynnesegrow two or three times as
nesses • iN
lived only a short;time. 
much spends just as much for
:
Evans was given a
:fencing his land, and just as
prelimi-
nary trial before a justice of 
thelmuch for cultivating, as if it
peace and released on bond. 
_were being made to produce the
'maximum. And the whole pro.
Selecting Seed Cora.
improvedirthe:best-ears in this The Nessre-Wke-Sald--Rus V
ete. - wanton; sauchoonly _as.wereadoafosesis giees-twaso-peeformaneess -ine-the-hark- -aetss_ieelos, _4osmisage carrying liquor frOlit Jell iro,
stalk variety.
e a‘ersge yield of corn io,
Texas for 1910 was but 3i/A
bushels per acre, whereas in
Connecticut, as the result of ticman. who inquired if he up.
careful seed selection and im- 
it out. It will wear you out in- out a doubt,. Paducah News-
proved methods of Culture, . the 
was not a former stock trader of It its-ince-of the astOnishing stead. Take Dr. king's New Democrat.
average yield was 53.2 bushels 
Wayne county, and upon being things 'of modern state. move- _ . •
answered in the affirmative, in• ments that this is a fact. 
Discovery, relief 'follows quickly. Pneumonia Ends Life of Prize Bear.
.per acre. When It checks your C
old and Soothes:
• .-.•There is no reason why Tex- 
traduced himself as W. A. Jones. the antiliquor men, after a long your Cough Away. Pleasent,
as soils may not by intelligent 
}HeocufmLaltah.at, h.i.nformed Mr. Mar- and apparently hopeless fight. Antiseptic and Heeling. 
''The Defentier,'' the world's
effort be made to produce as 
about twenty years won the concession pf a local op. . . fiq IN I f champion Duna- Jersey boar,
large yield of corn as are pro-
duced in any State in the Vis-
ion."
Miitions of dollars profit would
arise-and thereon millions of
wealth wou:ti be.created in Ken-
tucky- -if every farmer who
prows corn would give to devel-
ping corn the attention that is
given to ,developing blooded
_ 'atoelt, Careful selection, of Seed
- is oat vos inlysortatii as rare-
ly than going it blind in he
as the kaiser's imperial govern-
ment had to authorize the-throw-
ing of the bombs in Paris-have
the right to take Count von
Bernstortr, the German ambass-
ador. to the top of the Washing-
ton monument, or the dome of
the capitol and fling him head-
long to the earth beneath? The
murder would not be more hein-
ous in one case than in the other.
What is the slaughter on the
firinglines outside'of Paris but
murder? It is not war. There,
is no chance for individual val-
or. There is little, if any, show
of military skill. There is noth-
ing but brute force blind to con-
sequences and bloody butchery
disgraceful to savages. It is
••••
1of "corn" as the corn !sof "ker- regard to the rediculousness of
eels"- even Bourbon voted it- the tax lists in many towns,
self into the column, and for- counties and states upon differ-
felted its chief industry. ent items that are supposed to;
To what purpose the planters be listed for taxes. Diamonds
will pa their famous bourbon stocksambbonds, libraries, doge
corn, so prolific in yield, so sheep, cash on hand and notes
To be cured you must know abounding in.'-the juice," re- have come in for the great'
the cause. mains to be seen. Whether cer- amount of ridicule and commit. •
If it's weak kidneys eal factories and meal mills will Indeed, if a person would lo
You must set the kidneys spring up on the "hillside by over the tax books and see son,
working right, the stilikirieSSde a mystery of of the lists with which they are
! A, resident of this vicinity the future. familiar it is very amusing to
shows you how. . Louisville and Lexington, in see "how little" • some have
Mrs. T. Brown, 515 Adams Jefferson and Fayette counties, when the rasseuser comes around.;
i
St.. Pa,lucali. Ky., says: "For respectively, are the fortresses and then how much more theye!
yet..iirs I suffered with a Weak in which John Barleycorn has have when yoieheac. them talk. i
back and, paine across my kid- most strongly entrenched him- ing in general convereation.
neys. Doan4.- Kitiney Pills were. self. They ;One still "wet to the So we have decided .that ;orne,
highlesiesommended to me for skin," and will make the last very interesting reading matter
'such troubles Os:10 began using anti strongest tight for the sa- email be secured Lir our readers S
them. They acted just as rep- loon. The -other counties that from these books, and after
resented and since -then when. are holding out against the pro- Christmas, when the list has
ever I have used them, they hkbition movement Are not so
have never failed to give .tne important,- having in them no
immediate relief. You still can large or influential cities.
use my endorsement." It is not only the astonishing
Price 50c. at all dealers. •Don't fact that the Kentucky counties
simply ask for a kidney remedy are voluntarily going dry that
-get Doan's Kidney Pills-the calls (Or comment: it is -the eig-
same that Mrs. Brown had, nifieancteof the fact as it bears
All WRON6
Tie Mistake Is Mack by as, Nor-
say Citizens.
Look for the cause of back-
ache.
-Foster - Milburn Co., Props.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
The Devil's
on future legislation, agriculture
and trade in the bluegrass sec-
tion. 'Shutting up the saloons
is a more radical change there
What else is the dropping of a than in almost 
an ether state,
bomb into the Ileart of city but for the production.
_ „star has
been a leading int ustry. Notmurdee.'
only the men who sell and buyIf the American embassy had
been destroyed and the Hon. whiskey, but the men wh
o man-
14yrin 1'. Herrick, the American ufacture it, will face new
 condi-
embassador killed, why might tions. These latter will b
e
not the government of the Unit- obliged to seek new methods of
ed States-with as good reason making a li
ving. ,ntitale little over eleven feet and was
Few people ever, thought the those from the South, ts I`never beaten in a show ring.
time would come when the Ken- :enthusiastic preparation-for the ,
tucky saloon ist would be a yeti- cotton fashions show here nex
t Keep Your Stomach and Liver
week which they have planned Healthy
as one means of stimulading ac- A vigorous Stomach. perfect
tively in the South's greatest workine Liver an regular act-
interest now- depressed by the ing 'Bowels is guar if you
'"Chamberlain's Tablets have European war. Mrs. Josephus will use Dr. King ew Life
done more for rue than I - evert Daniels, ,wife of the secretary pies. They insure Digess
dared hope for, writes Mrs. of the navy, has arranged a tion. correct Co- sapation and
Esther NI ae Baker, tien-cerport, North Carolina exhibit which tia-ve an'ezcelent,ionid effect on
N. Y.". "I used sirveral bottles will include a cotton gown made the whole systetn-Purify your
of these tablets a . few months by herself. Many society belles bloodotnd rid 36ii of all body
ago. They not only cured me of of the capital will put aside.i pOiSons thrbugh the Bowels. On-
bilious attack& sick headaches silks and satins for cotton gowns ly 25c., at your druggist.
and that tired out feeling, but in furtherance of the movement.
toned up my whole system."
For sale by sll dealers. 
Apply FreelySloan'sbago.  for Lum-
I •
Ringling Bros. Circus is Announced.
might' be -"caught napping."
we give you this gentle hint,
and if you are placed in an im-
barrassing position next winter
by the publication of some. of
your tax list, don't blame us,
.• .14, 4 r.
•
•
"SORGHUM
MOLASSES"
I advise you io sell...
your Sorghum Molassik
oarly. I believe you will
et more now than ,you
will later. I/will Ipuy
4your Soreho , and IV
you highest • •ket price
At the time oil offer
to Me for sate.o .
R. W. McKINNEY
Second and Washington Sts.,
PADUCAH, : KENTUCKY
been completed and finally pass.:aese meemeeassegaieassomm0
ed upon by the board of equalia
ation,- we expect to publish seine:
of these _'facts," lion 1 
to lay the greater art of the
the tax lists. And that no one •
8- s'n night in one position.. On ac-
count of the animal's weight.
approximately 1,2ts/ pounds,. it
is thought it bruised its should-
er, pneumonia developing, and
causing its death. -
Veterinary surgeons had been
in constant attendance upon the
Liquor Shipment.
Frankfort, Ky., Oct. • 6.-
Your attacks of Lumbago are ‘Vhile holding valid the Webb-._
not nearly s6 hopeless as they Kenyon act the court of appeals
murder pure and simple: in its Official information confirms
authors colddalocsded and calcu, the announcemeet that on Oct. 
seem. 1 ou can relieve them al- reversed the Laurel circuit court
p- in a case when the Adorns Ex-
lated: in its victims cruel and 22 Ringling Brothers' 
circus most instantly by a simple a
piication of Sloan's Liniment on press company was-freed for
table Othello with his occupa-
tion gone.
- Toned Up Whole System.
for it is public records, and we hog night - and day since the
have given you sufficient notice.
Watch for these articles.-Cadiz
Record.
To Wear Cotton Gowns.
Washington, Oct. 5. Women
of the Cabinet circle and in offi-
cial life generally. especially
first signs of illness and every
known remedy was applied in
vain.
"The Defender" had lived in
a concrete house with a special
pool and shower bath and all
modern attachment for his com-
fort. The animal measured a
•
year's crop are-selected for seed ' - --- - in tal
es of the Iroqu is, the .Se- Tenn., and delivering it to a
and so handled that ;they will The freedom of the negroes necas 
and the Wyanclottes. The 
Paducah.
Many new features have been 
ie a form of rheurnatisrn, and ;
bootlegger:* the ground that
germinate next spring. ..The- cost the life blood of the fairest ghosts 
of- the braves ' look on added this year, the most note- 
yields perfectly to Sloan's,
seed corn - should, beopicked be- and best young men of the na- from thei
r happy hunting ble of which is the spectacle 
which penetrates quickly all in only due diligence' is reijillTsei of
fore the fall rainsgseet lin. The tion... The ballot was given him grounds 
amazed. If they were "Solomon and the Queen of She • 
threugh the sore. tender nu-- the agent or the carrier. who
advice to Texas_farmers, which believing that he would measure alive they woul
d be ashamed. ba." This colossal production 
cies. limbers up the back and sonai thoughtusetl:oef ltihqeuocornos-aigsnefeo.r per-
applies as weilen Kentucky, is. up to the demand of American We have called it the war of is presented with a cast of 1,250 
makes it feel fine. Ciet'a bottle ,
in part, as follows: citizen. But he has trampled the kaisers. But it is 
not war. people, a ballet of of 300 dancing *: -
of Sloan,s Liniment for osiFr- rents 'l)Ysp psi is merica' • curse.
it :in ' To *res. r'o.irell riiAgeet:ory normal
"Care should be taken in se the privilege under his "hollow- It is the da
nce of death after 
of any druggist an...I Lave
the house--against, cold', sore • -%et oche good health 'rd purifygirls, 735 horses, 32 came
ls and
lecting the seed . from the field less" foot and sold himself to the banquet o
f Murder. Satan a trainload of scenery, costumes anti swollenjointi, rh'eumatism•'. the blonde- use klm•doek Blood ,
to use only such ears as grow the greatest and most malignant only sits in 
the saddle. i''or and properties on the biggest neuraigia, sciatica and like ail, , .,.. ,-Bitters. Sold -atell drug stortes.
two on a stalk. The law .of na- enemy of his race. He has turn- once he- has exting
uished the stage in the Werld.
ture is that like Preduces like, ed-his back upon the only true light of heaven and
 established Following the spectacle, a cis- 
', ments.. Your money back if not Price $1.40
and that corn-growing bet one friend that he has-the Chris- the-rule
 of hell on earth. The cus program of unusual brinier- 
satisfied, but it dues give almost i - •
. Parcel Pest Matter.
ear to the stalk produces seed tian wlis.ite man. He has lined, reign of terror s
eemed the limit. cy will be presented, including 
instant relief.
that will have a tendency to up with fhose who have no use , It was to th
is but a-houstea fire an array-of foreign and Amen- Scott To Spe3lt For lhs Party. •i-. N, ashington, Oct. 3. - Strict
produce a variety of one ear to for hi: but to use him and then, . to a conflagration: a m
oving pie- can acts new to the circus world. ' . ,erd ,rs for the exercise of geater
the stalk. iti Texas, •we now like a sqteezed lemon, throw tune show to a volcanic tragedy The menagerie contains 1,00
3 State Senator Robert Seat lia,s care in the handling of parcel
have a variety of corn that, on him away. Even some of the in endles
 acts and many erup- wild animals, 41 elephants, five. been requested by the • state
the whole, is proditicing but one Gen
-
ear to the stalk. This is the re-; in the filth of "lignor politics." own ---Mr. Watterson in Louis- 'circus is transported on 89 
dou- nuniber of speeches in behalf of.
preachers and editors get down tions. Let us call it the devil's giraffes anda.."baby zoo." The, Democratic committee' t" make a wete issued by Postmaster 
post matter by poetal employees
s areeral Burleson. Emp:oyee
suit of selecting seed from the' Low ideals cannot make a migh- ' vine Courier-Journal..- Warned that they will be held
crib, in which it is 'pointed out tY race. -- Prohibition column, 
ble length casee Special ar- the party in this end of the
accoontable for any damage ree-
that the Tesult ie•'usually the s„ Cadiz Record. 
._. Keatacky Dryias Up. .. 
rangenetaitadierve teen made by state. His first' appointment
.ection of the 'one-earto-thee Hosest Mrs Not Al, Dead. ,M, •., I. - ('‘,11,:nerdiC-A1,1, 8 
' the railroads to accomodate the will be at 
crowds that will visit the circus on Monday next. Subsequently they are responsible.
Cadiz, which will be suiting to the mails for which
"Th • . 
from this city and the surround- other appointments will be made
While i n Somerset some
months. ago Mr. T. J. Marcum,
of Alpha. was accosted by a
ago he had sold him some cat-
tle and on being, paid for &erne
had been given $10 too much
money, two bills being stuck
;tether. He thee.told him that
he did not have:the money with
him, but woulOtend it to him,
if he would give him his ad-
dress. Marcum told him to send
him $5 and they Would call it
evert, and * few days :kV . Mr.
Mar&m received the money by
registered mail.
t
-
• ,
•
•
I Kentucky, supposod the "wet-
ing country. and tilled by the senator. 
Mr.' MANY TROUBLEStest" spot in the union, the hab- Scott is a logical and iilasant
isat of the julep and the mother Your Fall Cold Needs Attention.
of Bourban whiskey, is "drying No use to" fuss and try to wear will he highly entertained with-
talker, and -those who hear him
.
thin election, the surprise out- . F. ' -N ' Il' ' 
d died at the Forrest Home Farm. '
side of the state was great. But in Woodford county, at an earlykeep it in your .house. "Our
the surprise deepened to anlikie- morning.- Thefamily t ough and Cold Doctor" hour 
yesterday
ment when, at the election which hois was the property of Frank
fell only a few days ago, nine ,
writesLewis ' al, xrlain, an-
cnester, Ohio, 1,4 o
ney back if and J. R. McKee and w* valued
out of ttsgowelve counties ?Mtn "The Defender!
r I
not satiafied, but it nearly al- at 4112* .i)(1°'
rockbound antiprohibition voted waS ten waris old and was,•WA) • t P-.
for a "dry'' regime. Even
Bourbon county, the stronghold Going td Tell se 'Ea
of the famous liquor that takes'
" bough/ by McKee irr”thero oriv-1
crab .years :ago to _head their
its name, the heart of 'the blued. For the past year or two a 
herd of
Ser verafiln‘t Ylerhokgsg ago
,-
Lk! hog it
:grass country.. wimv.. the. OW, great de*I has been said in the . is belie.ved beearrio...e.tftwirisi_ in
nels are supposed to tie as tuft rress thronebout„the comstry in a vt4re
et •
aliP
Ws.•••• •••••••••" • • sa.'-••••
• —
1.14,4— •
DUE JOAN IN
ACTIVE-LIVER
••1
'Many of the troubles of life
such as headaches, indigeation,
conitipation and lack of energy
are due to inactive livers. -
GRIGSBY'S UV-VER-LAX is i
natural, vegetittle remedy that'
will get the liver right and make,
these trouldea disalopear.. It hall
none of the dangers anil diM-
greenile after etTects of calome%
Get a .).tic or $1 bottle of this
splend'.: remedy frtNat your drug-
gist to-day. Every bottle bears
the likeness of L. K. -Grigsby,
%V PO, guarantees itthrougit E. D.'
.•
1
4
?'
4.
sewS,
44,4* .4,44
VOL. As, NO
CROP RI
Commissioner of A
man Issues Rep,
tion of kentuc
''The crop repoi
her 1 is a difficult
marize. Corn is
ground and partly
Tobacco is partly
and partly in th,
wheat crop is lwi
is unfinished, Ti
tamed by the tier
the condition of
per cent, which
cally three-fourtl
crop. The crop v
large as indicated
1 on account of it
points. A grea
plaints in regard
ing out well on
been received. '
early planted co
planted corn not
ed in many. instar
"The condition
bacco is 91 per ce
ed with So per e-ei
her 1, with 77 per
crop already housi
dition of dark tob
cent as compared
on September 1, N
of the crop houset
of tobacco is only
cent of an averag
there will be no II
.,bacco this year.
crop will be fully
than was indica.
during the drouth
"There is a got
and winter app
should be ahem
conditions have g
ed, showing a c,
per cent. Li vest,
condition, showir
as follows: Hors
cattle 92 per cent
9 cent, and sheep,
There is some
hogs, but nothirq
this season as las
try .of alLkinds
The turkey crop:
age one. Fall p
good condition.
shows a conditior
clover 76 per ce
per cent, and ore
per cent. The a:
peas, soy beans a
been materially',
et season.
"The indieatio
sowing of astlan,
41.4 per cent,
shown by Ostobe
tions are that
farmer has from
cent greater el
could well hope
growing season.
"Now is thesti
trier to put in sot
if he has not al
and thereby reta
of his fields fl
crops. - Winter
ground are some
a strain on the I;
good crop uf c
Rye, barley or w
prevent this wf
Lain the fertility
use of the farr
spots should be
through the win
Yours verj
Commissioner
Tobacco
Owensboro, I
Three fine tubas'
viess county, fill
bacco, were bun
of &itching tire
they conta-ned
It is estimated t
be $.5,000. Prae
tobacco has twee
The only comp'.
- s --..-. •
-
